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Rainfall-runoff quantity and quality control presents unique challenges due to the 
complexity and variability of hydrology and rainfall-runoff chemistry as well as the variable 
nature of constituent-producing processes in the environment.  To date, research has focused 
on the variability of rainfall-runoff quantity to facilitate rainfall-runoff control pursuant to 
stormwater regulations for urban areas in the United States.  This study investigates two 
fundamental processes in rainfall-runoff: temporal particle agglomeration and metal 
partitioning between the solid and aqueous phase.  A series of rainfall-runoff events were 
captured at an urban, Portland concrete cement (PCC) paved site in Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
and characterized with respect to particle gradation and metal phase fractions (dissolved and 
particulate) over time from a well-mixed, batch experimental system.  Results indicate that 
equilibria and kinetics of natural particle agglomeration are inversely related to rainfall-runoff 
volume pH.  Further, the average velocity gradient induced on a fully mixed system aids in 
particle agglomeration by entraining a larger fraction of the total particle gradation for 
particle-to-particle interaction.  
Following rainfall-runoff volume phase fractionation and ICP-MS analysis, metal 
partitioning was found to be in operational equilibrium at the naturally-occurring pH at the 
point of sample capture at the urban Baton Rouge site.  The point of sample capture indicates 
both the sample collection location at the inlet mouth of the experimental site grit chamber as 
well as sample collection within the first 5 minutes of rainfall-runoff.  Rainfall-runoff 
partitioning was compared between similar transportation land use sites in Baton Rouge, LA 
(544-m2 of PCC pavement) and Cincinnati, Ohio (300-m2 of asphalt pavement). Results 
suggest that the nature of the roadway material at Baton Rouge and elevated dissolved 
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hardness cause both the state of equilibrium partitioning as well as a higher degree of 
particulate-bound partitioning.  Partitioning is significantly particulate-bound for Cu, Zn, and 
Cd at the Baton Rouge site with arithmetic mean fp values of 0.72, 0.64, and 0.97, 
respectively as compared to fp values at the Cincinnati site of 0.04, 0.04, and 0.29 for these 
metals.  While Pb was mostly particulate-bound for both the Baton Rouge and Cincinnati 
sites, the metal is significantly more particulate-bound at the Baton Rouge site with an fp 
value of 0.98 as compared to 0.68 for Cincinnati.  
For rainfall-runoff samples whose pH solution was acidic (5.5 to 6.5) metal fd 
fractions were higher than rainfall-runoff samples maintained at neutral pH values.  At the 
metal concentrations measured at the Baton Rouge site, partitioning of Pb, Al, Fe, Ni, Cr, and 
As are influenced by the solid characteristics of rainfall-runoff moreso than the pH of solution 
when partitioning between the phases since these metals are significantly particulate-bound 
regardless of the pH of solution. At the metal concentrations measured at the Baton Rouge 
site, Zn, Cd, Cu, Mn, Mg, and Ca, are influenced by both the pH of solution and solid 
characteristics in partitioning.  Metal bonding preference for metals of interest is best 
predicted by the hydrolysis theory for rainfall-runoff at the urban Baton Rouge site. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Urban development, as compared to the pre-developed environment, has resulted 
in significant impact to the characteristic nature of the runoff hydrograph punctuated by a 
greater peak discharge, increased runoff volume, and a decreased time to peak.  
Facilitated by the steady increase of vehicular production and use of “impervious 
surfaces”, such as pavement, rooftops, anthropogenically-altered soils, and other 
constructed materials, urban runoff has developed into a complex water quality and 
quantity mitigation and treatment challenge (Brabec et al 2002).  Urban runoff, or 
“rainfall-runoff”, poses many management, containment, and characterization trials due 
to its ubiquitous and unpredictable nature.  For instance, many of the factors that 
determine the relative pollutant impact of the surface runoff produced by any one wet-
weather event are completely, or to a significant degree, out of the realm of control 
and/or influence of the engineer or researcher.  Such influencers include vehicular traffic 
flux before and during the event, anthropogenic surface material characteristics including 
composition and surface morphology, precipitation event intensity, watershed hydrology, 
and the typical climate of the region of interest (Sansalone et al 1998).  Further, the 
expended pollutant material is widely and non-uniformly dispersed in time and space; 
pollutant concentrations can vary over orders of magnitude for a single wet-weather 
event, and the concentrations of pollutants in roadside soils can vary with distance from 
the roadway and the variation in the depth of the soil (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997, 
Viklander 1998). 
Urban runoff pollution begins with the contact of naturally acidic precipitation 
with the roadway surface.  In the course of a relatively short residence time, a runoff 
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solution is formed consisting of trace metals, bacteria, entrained particles, pesticides and 
nutrients (Wanielista et al 1977).  It has been noted by several researchers that the 
relative negative environmental impact of this surface runoff is at minimum comparable 
to that of raw municipal wastewater, and at most can boast the highest contributor of 
pollutant material to an urban areas receiving waters (Wanielista et al 1977).  In an often-
sited study of New York City discharges as early as 1974, urban runoff was determined 
to be the greatest contributor of trace metal concentration in receiving water discharges.  
Further, the trace metal impact to receiving waters was determined to be so great, that 
complete removal of dry weather and industrial wastewater flows would result in only a 
slight decrease in annual trace metal output to surrounding water bodies (Klein et al 
1974).  In a comparison of site urban runoff characteristics of a field site in Cincinnati 
Ohio and standard untreated wastewater characteristics as reported in Metcalf and Eddy 
and the USEPA (1993), the urban runoff matrix contained comparable levels of COD and 
suspended solids concentrations.  In addition, most trace metals were present in the 
characterized urban runoff one to two orders of magnitude greater than that of untreated 
wastewater (Sansalone 2000).   
From a legal viewpoint, the passage of the Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1972 and 
the subsequent passage of the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
amendments have focused issues of runoff control to non-point sources such as rainfall-
runoff runoff (USEPA 1999).  In 1990, the USEPA promulgated regulations in the 
NPDES Phase I rule for “medium” and “large” municipal separate storm sewer systems 
(MS4) operators, serving a population of 10,000 or higher to establish preventative and 
treatment-oriented measures to alleviate the pollutant impact of rainfall-runoff to 
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receiving bodies.  In the subsequent December 1999 Phase II ruling, small phase MS4 
areas were targeted for implementation of rainfall-runoff control enforcement.  The Phase 
II ruling covers all defined “urbanized areas”, any area that has at least 50,000 person 
total population and at least 1000 people per square mile (USEPA 1999).  Since 
enforcement of the December 1999 ruling does not go into effect until March of this year, 
several researchers have begun to investigate further refined best management practices 
(BMP) to anticipate Phase II implementation.  To this end, there is a trend in the 
environmental community to effectively strategize control techniques for rainfall runoff, 
presently at an in-situ level.  Before any potential strategy can be conceptualized and 
implemented, however, the waste stream must be fully understood from a water quality 
and hydrologic point of view.  
Urban rainfall-runoff’s dichotomous pollutant stream of entrained particles and 
trace metals is mainly formed by traffic activities and interaction with the urban 
anthropogenic materials.  Vehicular ware and tire abrasion produce suspended material 
and dissolved, colloidal, and particulate-bound trace metals that are rapidly moved 
through the urban continuum as a result of increasingly sophisticated urban conveyance 
systems (Brabec et al 2002).  In particular, solids loading on rainfall-runoff waste streams 
can represent a unique concern in terms of pollutant loading and removal technique.  
Since suspended solids provide reactive sites for sorption of heavy metals in a rainfall-
runoff matrix, the entrained solids flux from a roadway can have a direct impact on the 
relative equilibrium distribution of dissolved and particulate-bound fractions of a 
particular total metal mass.  Even if 50% effectiveness is assumed for separation of 
suspended solids from the intercepted rainfall-runoff matrix for a particular best 
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management practice (BMP) solid hazardous wastes on the order of 103-m3 can be 
produced annually for a moderately populated urban area.  Uncontained and un-
stabilized, the heavy metal content of this material can re-partition and be transported 
back into the environment (Sansalone et al 1998). Further, solid material entrained by 
wet-weather flows has generated much engineering focus in the field of sewer 
management.  Transported sediment typically accounts for the majority of the mass 
transported in the sewer system; since the desired goal is a maximum capacity volume 
flow, suspended solids separation from rainfall-runoff flow is a necessity for proper 
sewer-system functionality (Droppo et al 2001) 
Tire abrasion with roadway surfaces, construction activities, vehicle emissions, 
and vehicular brake wear all contribute a wide ranged gradation of suspended solids in 
urban runoff, ranging from 1-µm to 1000-µm in particle diameter (Sansalone and 
Buchberger 1997).  Interaction with pavement abrades rubber particles from tires with an 
average diameter of 20-µm (Kobringer and Geinopolos 1984). In 1991, Hvitved-Jacobsen 
and Yousef presented evidence for two observed lead-associated particle sizes related to 
vehicular emissions: one less than 1-µm and another greater than 50-µm.  Tire abrasion 
has been observed to contribute 0.12-kg/km of roadway for an average of 1000 vehicles 
per day (VPD) (Mushack 1990).   Such heterodispersity inherent in a typical rainfall-
runoff particle gradation renders coagulation and flocculation modeling efforts difficult, 
due the general lack of knowledge of rainfall-runoff particle structure and behavior and 
the subsequent influences on sediment and contaminant transport.  Currently, in-situ 
treatment of rainfall-runoff particles consists of physical filtration and separation 
techniques designed to remove particles from the rainfall-runoff matrix with the focus 
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being ease of application and maintenance.  Yet, with the recent interest in rainfall-runoff 
treatment due to the aforementioned legal incentives for research, knowledge and 
implementation of more sophisticated methods of liquid/solid separation techniques, such 
as coagulation and flocculation, will become a necessity.  Study of the temporal evolution 
of the particle gradations of heterodisperse solutions is experimentally sparse, even in 
such fields as drinking water and groundwater quality treatment.  Further, despite nearly 
a decade of interest in heterodisperse solution agglomeration, no unified model has been 
developed that employs the benefit of practical application (Williams et al 1992).  
However, complete understanding of rainfall-runoff particle-to-particle interaction, 
including comprehension of temporal agglomeration trends visible through experimental 
data, can have direct application to in-situ rainfall-runoff treatments focused not only on 
particle removal, but also trace metal removal via rainfall-runoff particulate adsorption. 
In addition to elevated levels of entrained solid matter, rainfall-runoff runoff often 
contains elevated levels of metals, particularly lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), 
nickel (Ni), zinc (Zn), and chromium (Cr) (Yousef et al 1985). The term heavy metal is 
often misused in the literature when referring to metal pollutants of concern in rainfall-
runoff treatment.  Heavy metals typically refer to those metals whose atomic number falls 
between 21 (scandium) and 84 (polonium) regardless of whether the metal occurs 
naturally or from anthropogenic sources.  In terms of rainfall-runoff treatment, the lighter 
aluminum (atomic number 13) and arsenic and selenium, both non-metals, are included 
due to their human carcinogenicity (Barbosa 1999, Schnoor et al 1987).  Metals are 
released into rainfall-runoff as a function of vehicular traffic, roadway abrasion, 
galvanized roadway materials, roadway friction-enhancing additives, and industrial 
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inputs (Viklander 1998).  Several vehicular components act as the main source of metal 
influx to rainfall-runoff; tire abrasion (Zn, Pb, Cr, Cu, and Ni), studded tire wear (Fe, Ni, 
Mo, W, Cr, Co, Cd, Ti and Cu), corrosions of brake wires and radiators (Cu, Fe, Ni, Cr, 
and Co), wear of brake linings (Ni, Cr, and Pb), and the wear of brake pads (Cu, Zn, and 
Mn) all contribute significant concentrations of metals to percolating, acidic precipitation 
(Viklander 1998).   
Most environmental scientists and engineers recognize the toxic impact of metals 
in rainfall-runoff on an ecosystem is dependant on the metal’s bioavailable species (i.e. 
dissolved metal species) as opposed to total metal concentrations (Yousef et al 1985).  
Cadmium is most frequently in its divalent cationic form, Cd2+, although organic 
complexes account for a percentage of this dissolved concentration.  This is particularly 
significant since cadmium is extremely toxic to fish at the relatively low concentration 
range of 5 to 10-µg/L (McBride 1994).  Anthropogenic sources and releases of lead into 
the environment is a relatively recent phenomenon, but it has increase to such a level that 
lead in soils has a significant biological effect, in spite of leads proclivity for transport via 
particulate and sorbed forms (Schnoor et al 1987).  Copper has a long recorded history of 
toxicity to certain fish species.  In a 2001 study by Garnacho et al, female opossum 
shrimp were feed varying dosages of copper, from 5 to 200-mg/L.  Subsequently, no egg 
fertilization occurred for any experimental group given a copper treatment, regardless of 
dosage.  Despite low toxicity in most plant species, zinc’s characteristic mobility and 
preference for dissolved speciation in acidic, oxidizing conditions renders it highly a 
highly probabilistic phytotoxin (McBride 1994).   Wild mottled sculpin, a fish species, 
were given dosages of zinc in a 13-d and 30-d trial to assess the acute and chronic affects 
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of zinc exposure.  Results yielded a median incipient lethal level (ILL50) of 38 mug Zn/L 
after 9 d, the lowest zinc LC50 reported for any fish species (Woodling et al 2002). 
Due to the inherent relationship between chemical speciation and toxicity, 
understanding the mechanisms of the temporal partitioning of heavy metals to the 
dissolved and particulate-bound phase is of utmost concern.  Whereas particulate-bound 
fractions of heavy metals, and solid matter itself, can be adequately controlled through 
physical unit processes such as sedimentation and filtration, the dissolved fraction of 
heavy metals requires a physical approach followed by a chemical one, such as 
adsorption or precipitation (Sansalone and Hird 2000).  Furthermore, the importance of 
understanding temporal partitioning for heavy metals becomes apparent when site-
specific residence times for transport through the watershed and unit operations can alter 
the effectiveness of a treatment train.  In a like manner to rainfall-runoff particle 
agglomeration research, there is a lack of experimental data available with regards to 
temporal partitioning of metals in rainfall-runoff solution, specifically as a function of 
pH.  Understanding the relationship between pH and temporal partitioning has profound 
impact on current BMP selection for an in-situ site as well as future BMP development.  
With a full understanding of temporal partitioning, in-situ rainfall-runoff treatment 
designs can be optimized to contain the majority of toxic constituents. 
In the subsequent chapters, experimental evaluation of temporal behavior and 
relationships of rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration and metal partitioning between the 
dissolved and particulate phases is presented.  The focus of such an endeavor, outside the 
further development of a research database of rainfall-runoff chemical and physical 
characteristics, is to present a foundation for temporal study of rainfall-runoff particles 
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and metals as a function of their influencers.  Such possession of experimentally-
validated theory timely merges with the current political and ethical need for efficient, 
modern, and more effective rainfall-runoff treatment at the in-situ level, anticipating the 
growth of the study to encompass centralized containment and treatment in the next 
decade. 
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CHAPTER 2.  EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF PH AND VELOCITY 
GRADIENTS FOR HETERODISPERSE PARTICLE AGGLOMERATION IN 
URBAN RAINFALL-RUNOFF  
2.1 SUMMARY 
Rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration has a significant impact on the selection and 
efficacy of unit operations.  This experimental study examined the role of pH and velocity 
gradients on suspended particles in rainfall-runoff.  Through an assumption of spherical 
particles and a measured ρs of 2.51 g/cm3, granulometric indices were calculated for captured 
rainfall-runoff events and agglomeration trends observed under fluid shear conditions.  
Through controlled experiments mean number volume size (lnv), total particle number 
concentration (NT), granulometric and number indices (d50n, d50n), cumulative power law 
exponent β, volume (TVC) and number concentrations (Ni) were utilized to evaluate 
particulate agglomeration.  Parameters influencing aggregation kinetics, specifically pH and 
velocity gradient (G), were evaluated for 10 separate rainfall-runoff event volumes over a 
rainfall-runoff pH range of 5.5 to 9.0.  Results indicate that agglomeration rates increased at 
lower pH values, based on a nearly 80% decrease in NT over 12-hours compared to a 40% 
decrease at higher rainfall-runoff pH values.  Variation of G values (54.2 to 81.8 sec-1) for 
rainfall-runoff did not appreciably alter NT until a G value of 81.8-sec-1was reached at which 
fluid shear promote disaggregation and an increase in NT.   Application of Smulochowski’s 
binary collision model was used to examine measured Ni trends.  The model over-predicted Ni 
for particles >19.2-µm, while under-predicting for particles <19.2-µm.  Inclusion of 
sedimentation and disaggregation to the classic Smulochowski model may improve agreement 
between measured and modeled.  
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 
The kinetics of particle agglomeration in heterodisperse suspensions has been the 
focus of significant research motivated in part by the influence of temporal particle aggregate 
growth on the efficacy of engineered liquid-solid separation systems.  Particle agglomeration 
kinetics has long been a focus in fields such as unit operation wastewater treatment and 
estuarine and marine particle fate and transport (Droppo et al 2001, Casson et al 1990, Lick 
and Lick 1988).  While flocculation modeling has become quite advanced in water and 
wastewater treatment in the past decade, experimental evaluation and modeling application to 
rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration is in its infancy.  Rainfall-runoff particles, generated by 
items such as traffic, watershed geometry, constructed environment, and hydrologic/hydraulic 
patterns, not only exert an oxygen demand on receiving bodies of water but such particles 
serve as mediators of metal element partitioning between the dissolved and adsorbed phases 
(Glenn et al 2001, Field et al 1994, Lager et al 1977).  Passage of the 1999 Stormwater Phase 
II Rule of the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) has accelerated 
interest in increasingly sophisticated rainfall-runoff management systems at the in-situ level.  
The study of particle agglomeration in the complex field of rainfall-runoff quality and 
quantity control is crucial when considering optimization of particulate separation processes 
necessary for the entrapment of particulate-bound metal constituents.   
2.2.1 Uniqueness of Rainfall-Runoff Particles  
As compared to natural waters and wastewater, rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration 
kinetics are potentially significantly different given that there is comparatively little residence 
time between the complex rainfall-runoff aqueous matrix and dry deposited particle mass.  
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Natural waters have residence times that are on the order of days to weeks, wastewater on the 
order of hours to days, and rainfall-runoff on the order of minutes to hours (Sansalone and 
Buchberger 1997, Sansalone et al 1998).  The short residence times in rainfall-runoff result in 
particle instability and a non-equilibrium relationship between particle aggregation and 
disaggregation.  
With residence times of particles in rainfall-runoff generally less than several hours 
and with unsteady flow, equilibrium and steady-state floc development has not occurred in 
rainfall-runoff by the time such flows are treated in-situ or regionally for a particular urban 
catchment.  Such complexity may be a reason for the lack of research with rainfall-runoff 
agglomeration, yet as many researchers have pointed out (Thill et al 2001 Kyriakidis et al 
1997, Lawler 1997 among many others), understanding particle heterodispersity can provide 
powerful insights into particle treatment process design.  Thus, experimental evaluation of 
particle size distributions from a particular rainfall-runoff site is a necessary step in designing 
a particle separation unit operation.   
2.3 OBJECTIVES 
Due to the relative infancy of heterodisperse rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration 
studies the main goal of this research was to examine agglomeration phenomena for actual 
rainfall-runoff under fixed experimental conditions.  This database of experimental results can 
provide a foundation and direction for future understanding, experiments and modeling 
efforts.  Currently, experimental efforts are at the batch level, a standard starting protocol for 
agglomeration kinetics study in other water management fields (Williams et al 1992, Tsai et 
al 1987, and Lawler 1983). 
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The first objective of this study was to evaluate the influence of pH on the natural 
agglomeration, without addition of coagulants or flocculants.  These evaluations relied on 
measurement or calculation of a number of mass-based and number-based granulometric 
indices.  Secondly, the existence and magnitude of temporal particle agglomeration was 
evaluated as a function of fluid shear.  Temporal trends of granulometric indices were 
observed for three rainfall-runoff samples mixed at different velocity gradients within and 
slightly higher than the recommended velocity gradient range suggested by Metcalf and Eddy 
(1991) in typical flocculation processes.  Finally, experimental data were compared to 
Smoluchowski’s classic binary collision equation to promote and establish a foundation for 
future modeling and experimental efforts. 
2.4 BACKGROUND 
2.4.1 Particle Size Range  
When destabilized particles come in contact with each other due to various physical 
and chemical aqueous conditions the ensuing aggregation is referred to as coagulation and 
flocculation.  Certain researchers prefer to distinguish between the two particulate aggregation 
phenomena by method of particle destabilization where coagulation is aggregation due to 
electrolytes whereas flocculation is agglomeration of chemically destabilized particles due to 
polymers (Stumm and Morgan 1996).  By contrast, coagulation is often considered to 
encompass all mechanisms and reactions of the entire particle agglomeration process.  In this 
definition, flocculation is a subset of coagulation signifying the physical process of rendering 
particle collision (Pontius 1990).  Still other texts refer to these processes together and 
interchangeably to discuss particulate aggregation in general (Viessman and Hammer 1993).  
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In general wastewater practice, the mechanisms of coagulation and flocculation are 
manipulated in order to optimize particle settling unit operations by increasing particle size, 
and thus decreasing the time to settle out discrete particles (Viessman and Hammer 1993).  
The use of the term coagulation and flocculation, in practice, is not necessarily restricted to 
the actual chemical mechanisms of particle agglomeration and has been expanded to include 
both physical and chemical processes since the actual mechanisms of coagulation and 
flocculation are still only partially understood (Droppo et al 2001, Viessman and Hammer 
1993).  Figure 2.1 is a conceptual schematic of the subproccesses comprising coagulation and 
flocculation of particles as well as the particle size range for rainfall-runoff. 
Particle floc growth (agglomeration) is a main focus of coagulation and flocculation 
applications.  While these methods have a long history of application in environmental 
engineering, the actual agglomeration process is still not fully understood due to limitations in 
particle sensing technology and the lack of models that sufficiently predict particle number 
concentrations with time (Lawler et al 1993).  For each suspension of interest particles have 
many different properties, including size distributions, density ranges, surface charge, and 
settling velocity, that influence their chemical and physical behavior (Lawler 1997). 
With respect to rainfall-runoff, the variable nature of constituent-producing processes 
and locale-specific chemical influencers, produce particle size distributions that can vary from 
catchment to catchment, and between rainfall-runoff events (Sansalone et al 1998).  Particle 
sizes for the entire gradation of entrained rainfall-runoff particles (suspended, settleable and 
sediment) range from 1-µm to greater than 10,000-µm (Sansalone et al 1998). For the 
purposes of this research, our focus is mainly on the suspended fraction (measured modal 
range of 5.0 to 10.8-µm) the settleable fraction (any material that settles out of suspension    
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Figure 2.1.  Conceptual schematic of the subprocesses controlling particle aggregation, the 
size spectrum for naturally occurring rainfall-runoff particles, and the experimental size range 
for this research. 
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after one hour of quiescent settling but is less than 75-µm), and a small portion of the 
sediment fraction (75.0 to 250.0-µm) (Lin and Sansalone 2003).  The sediment fraction of 
particles in rainfall-runoff that readily settle out of a quiescent or flowing suspension was not 
a focus of this study. 
There are several reasons for focusing on this suspended-settleable size range.  From a 
solid-liquid phase separation perspective, the floc formation from primary particles in the 
finer fraction of the particle gradation is of concern for particle separation efficiency.  Particle 
sizes larger than 100-µm in diameter are easily separated by settling; smaller particles remain 
in runoff suspension (Andral et al 1999).  While the predominance of metal element mass is 
associated with the coarser fraction (> 75 µm) of the particle gradation (Sansalone et al 1998, 
Cristina et al 2002), research indicates that increased bioavailability and by definition higher 
concentrations on a solid-phase basis are associated with the finer fraction of particles, < 75 
µm. (Price and Yong 1995, Andral et al 1999, Xanthopoulos and Hahn 1990).   
2.4.2 Particle Size Distribution 
A particle size distribution describes a particle gradation in terms of particle mass or 
particle number.  Measuring a particle size distribution for a rainfall-runoff volume over time 
allows for calculation of particle indices such as number mean volume size, lnv, and particle 
counts, NT, two indices that can describe the coagulation and flocculation behavior for a 
particle gradation of that volume over time.  Further information of the particle gradation can 
be determined from recording the particle size distribution over time, such as changes in mass 
loading and surface area of the particle gradation.  Such information is critical in 
understanding the influence changing floc size due to coagulation and flocculation has on 
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particle separation treatment selection, chosen treatment design, and temporal metal element 
partitioning. 
2.4.3 Particle Size Measurement 
In this study laser-diffraction was used to measure particle volume concentrations as a 
function of size, from which number and mass distributions can be determined.  For the laser-
diffraction equipment utilized (LISST-100 portable particle size analyzer, Sequoia Scientific, 
Inc) a laser beam formed from collimating the output of a diode laser is projected through the 
aqueous sample, illuminating particles.  The scattering of the laser across multiple angles is 
detected in the focal plane of a receiving lens.  The focal plane is an engineered detector 
consisting of 32 logarithmically spaced rings corresponding to 32 discrete particle size 
increments ranging from 1.00 to 250.00-µm.  Assuming particles in suspension are 
homogenous spheres, the instrument predicts the scattering energy of the laser across the 
detection rings using the solution to the Maxwell equations for light scattering by particles 
(Mie theory).  An energy distribution curve is generated for each discrete particle size.  For 
the entire gradation, the measured energy distribution will be the weighted sum of all the 
discrete energy distribution curves (Riley and Agrawal 1991).   
∑=
j
jAiji )d(NkE          (1) 
In this expression, kij is the energy produced by particles of size i at ring j (W*cm3/cm2), Ei is 
the measured energy (W), and NA(dj) is the particle surface area distribution (cm2/cm3).  
When summed across the entire range of measured particle sizes, Ei, the measured energy at 
any angle, is determined.  The particle area distribution, NA(dj), is obtained by inverting 
equation 1 using a least-squares best-fit algorithm, provided the solution is smooth and 
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positive.  From the area distribution the number density (equation 2) or volume distribution 
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In these expressions n(di) is the number density distribution [number of particles/cm3 water] 
and V(di) is the volumetric distribution for the particle gradation [cm3 particles/cm3 water], 
and di is the median diameter in particle size class i (cm).  Output from the laser-diffracting 
particle analyzer is given in terms of volumetric concentration, or particle volume per unit 
volume of aqueous suspension.  Specifics on laser-diffraction mechanisms can be found 
elsewhere, Agrawal and Pottsmith (2000) and Gartner et al (2001). 
2.4.4 Particle Granulometry 
Determining the number volume mean size, lnv, and the total particle counts, NT, over 
time allows evaluation of coagulation and flocculation through these indices.  As the number 
volume mean size increases and the total particle counts decrease, one can assume that 
particles are agglomerating to produce fewer, larger particles.  Particle count, Ni, is the 
measure of particles of a given size fraction, i, per volume of aqueous suspension.  The 
number volume mean size, lnv,i, is the weighted average of particle diameters of a given size 
fraction based on the number of particles in a given size increment and the volume of 
spherical particles of the same size.  NT, the total particle count, is defined as the total number 
of particles for the gradation and is computed by summing the particle counts, Ni, across all 
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In this expression Ni is the particle count for the ith size increment [particles/µm3] and lnv,i is 
the number volume mean size for the ith size increment (µm).  Particle number is determined 
from volumetric concentration according to equation 6. 
)N)(l)(C(V T
3
nv=          (6) 
In this expression V is the volumetric concentration [µm3/µm3], lnv is the number volume 
mean size (µm), and C is a constant equal to π/6 determined from the assumption of spherical 
geometry.  For equation 6, NT is converted to [µm-3].  Using a measured value for rainfall-
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In this expression M is the mass concentration and all other terms are as previously defined.  
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2.4.5 Power Law Function 
A two-parameter power law has been used to accurately model measured size 
distributions of particles in aqueous suspensions and aerosols (Kavanaugh et al 1980, Bader 
1970).  The general form of the power law is given in equation 9. 
β−α= )d(N ii           (9) 
For a given gradation, the parameters α and β in this expression are empirical constants.  In 
general, α serves as an index for total particle counts per volume of sample.  The power law 
exponent, β, describes the slope of the power law function and provides an indication of the 
predominant mechanisms that might be effective in particle separation.  For the purposes of 
this research, the cumulative particle number density function of the power law will be 









dN ii          (10) 
In this expression di is the median particle diameter of size class i and R is a particle size 
reference value.  Using this form of the general power law, α is the cumulative particle 
number density (PND) of all particles larger than the reference value.  For this research, R is 
assumed to be 1-µm, for purposes of expression simplification provided consistent units are 
used throughout the expression. 
The two-parameter power law has been used to model naturally-occurring collections 
of small particles, such as suspended marine and wastewater residuals (Kavanaugh et al 1980, 
Bader 1970).  More recently, it has been shown that the mass of particulate-bound 
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constituents such as heavy metals is strongly correlated with the total surface area distribution 
across the particle gradation (Sansalone et al 2003). 
In addition, besides describing the slope of the power law function, β can be related 
theoretically and through measured values to the physical properties of particles.  Smaller 
values of β correspond to the majority of particle volume associated with larger suspended 
and settleable fractions of particles for the range of sizes for particles examined in this 
research.  Observation of decreasing values of β over time indicates both an increase in the 
volume number mean size, lnv,i, and a decrease in the number of particles, NT, indicating 
coagulation and flocculation.  Furthermore, observations of the α values over time can be 
compared to particle counts, NT, and measured suspended solid concentration (SSC) values.  
Ensuring that particle flocs remain in suspension, decreasing values of α over time suggest a 
decrease in particle counts again suggesting the agglomeration of particles. 
2.4.6 Aggregation Theory 
Investigators such as Droppo et al (2001) have identified the general limitations of 
flocculation models to date due to the general lack of knowledge of the rainfall-runoff floc 
structure and behavior and the subsequent influences on particle and contaminant transport.  
Acquisition of data that can help describe rainfall-runoff particle characteristics and 
particulate agglomeration mechanisms is vital for future rainfall-runoff control.  Due to the 
interdependence of metal transport on particle granulometric characteristics, coagulation and 
flocculation of rainfall-runoff particulates can be used not only to clarify the runoff, but also 
to optimize particle-bound pollutant removal (Price and Yonge 1995). 
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Once particulates are brought into contact with each other, the aggregation process can 
occur.  Three physical processes act to transport particles and increase particle-particle 
interaction, enhancing the likelihood of coagulation and flocculation.  The three transport 
processes are Brownian diffusion (perikinetic flocculation), fluid shear (orthokinetic 
flocculation), and differential settling. Brownian diffusion describes the random motion of 
particles due to constant interaction and bombardment by water molecules.  Brownian 
diffusion in application is typically associated with smaller particles (< 5µm) (Cristina et al 
2002).  The driving force behind Brownian diffusion is the thermal energy of the aqueous 
suspension, quantified by the term κT, where κ is the Boltzmann’s constant (κ = 1.3805 x 10-
23 J/ K) and T is the absolute temperature of the aqueous suspension (K).  The rate of binary 
perikinetic collisions, (Nij)p, has been developed by Smoluchowski (Birkner and Morgan 










=         (11) 
In this expression κ is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature (K), µ is the 
dynamic viscosity (N-s/cm2), di and dj refer to the particle diameters (cm) for particles i and j.  
Similarly, Ni and Nj refer to the number concentrations of particles [cm-3] i and j.  Evaluation 
of equation 11 provides insight into the influences on Brownian diffusion.  For instance, 
increasing temperature increases the particulate collision rate; the collision rate is a minimum 
for similarly sized particles; and the collision rate is independent of particle size when the 
distribution is comprised of equally sized particles (Pontius 1990).  Smoluchowski’s equation 
(equation 11) has been further corrected (Adler 1981) to account for a fractional formation of 
aggregates in relation to the total number of particle collisions due to hydrodynamics on 
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particle-particle interactions at close distances.  When only a fraction, δ, of collisions leads to 











δ=        (12) 
where δ is the dimensionless fraction of collisions that result in stable aggregation varying 
from 0.0 to 1.0, and all other terms are as previously defined.  When δ equals 1.0, the 
idealized situation described in equation 11 describes particle collision.  The δ fraction 
depends on several factors, one of which includes the decrease of aggregation formation 
efficiency due to electrostatic particulate repulsion. 
The second transport process, fluid shear, occurs when collisions between particles 
due to the overall motion of the aqueous suspension when in laminar shear cause stable 
aggregation.  Fluid shear particle transport is typically associated with particles with 
diameters greater than 1-µm (Cristina et al 2002). The driving force of orthokinetic 
flocculation is the fluid velocity gradient, or the change in fluid velocity with distance in the 
flow field, dzdv / .  The rate of fluid shear particle collision, (Nij)o, is given by equation 13, 
G)dd(NN
6
1)N( 3jijioij +δ=        (13) 
In this expression Ni and Nj refer to the particle number concentration of particles i and j [cm-
3], di and dj refer to the diameters of particles i and j (m), G is the mean velocity gradient, and 
δ is the efficiency factor.  Equation 13 describes a very general, idealized state of fluid shear 
particulate collision.  Because the mixing conditions present in the experimental regime 
constitute a turbulent flow field, corrections to the laminar flow field assumption inherent in 
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equation 13 must be carried out.  Equation 14, developed by Saffman and Turner (1956), 







1)N( ε+δ=        (14) 
In this expressionε  is the rate of energy dissipation per unit mass of fluid and v is the 
kinematic viscosity (m2/s), or the ratio of the dynamic viscosity to the density of the fluid.  
The numerical constant of 1/6.18 was developed by analyses done by Saffman and Turner 
(1956) where diffusional flux of particles to a central particle were studied with turbulent 
eddy motion as the driving factor instead of the temperature gradient.  The numerical constant 
of equation 14 is very similar to that of equation 13 implying that conceptually fluid shear 
particle collision is similar in both laminar and turbulent conditions (Pontius 1990).  The 
mean velocity gradient, G, is equivalent to 2/1)v/(ε , rendering equation 14 almost identical to 
equation 13 (Argaman and Kaufman 1970). 
The final mode of particle transport is differential settling.  Differential settling occurs 
when particles settle due to gravity and collide with other particles forming flocs during 
vertical transport.  Typically, faster settling particles with diameter di collide with particles 
that settle slowly with diameter dj, causing coalescence.  Camp (1946) derived an expression 
describing differential settling under quiescent conditions.  Assuming one particle of diameter 
di with settling velocity vi contacts a particle of diameter dj with settling velocity vj in a 
cylindrical volume defined in some unit time, the total rate of particle contact, (Nij)d, is given 
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In this expression Ni and Nj are the number concentrations of particles i and j [cm-3]. 
Smoluchowski’s classic particle kinetics equation is often presented with the particle 
transport processes combined.  One important assumption in this model is that disaggregation, 










dN       (16) 
Here i, j, and k are subscripts referring to discrete particles sizes, β(i,j) and β(i, k) are collision 
frequency functions (cm3 s-1) that describe particle collision frequency between two particles, 
here i and j and i and k, respectively.  Ni, Nj, and Nk refer to the number concentration of 
particles (cm-3) for size classes i, j, and k.  The first term on the right side of equation 16 
describes the increase of particles of size k (cm) by the collision and attachment of particles of 
size i and j.  The condition under the summation, i + j = k, indicates v(i) + v(j) = v(k) where v 
represents spherical particle volume with diameter of size i, j, or k (Han and Lawler 1992).  
This volume, v(k), is theoretically considered a sphere of collision where all particles of size i 
and j that enter the sphere of collision will attach to form flocs of size k (δ = 1.0).  The second 
term on the right side of equation 16 describes the decrease in particles of size k due to the 
formation of flocs with diameters larger than k through the collision of a k-sized particle with 
that of an i-sized particle.  The collision frequency functions, β (i,j), are generally considered 
an overall expression of additive collision frequency equations according to particle transport 
mechanism, assuming independence among the particle transport mechanisms (equation 20).  
Collision frequency functions for the three particle transport mechanisms, Brownian 
diffusion, fluid shear, and differential sedimentation, are given in equations 17, 18, and 19. 
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All terms in equations 17 through 20 are as previously defined.  
Being the benchmark from which most particle aggregation research and modeling 
derive, Smulochowski’s description of flocculation, as well as Camp and Stein’s (1946) and 
Saffman and Turner’s (1955) succeeding extrapolation for suspensions in the turbulent flow 
regime, have been extensively critiqued and refined.  The above equations make several 
critical assumptions of particle behavior:  (1) disaggregation does not occur during particle 
agglomeration (2) the centers of particles move along the fluid streamlines (3) particle 
interaction only occurs with particles smaller than the smallest turbulence scales and (4) a 
well-defined mean velocity gradient, G (s-1), can be accurately and precisely determined for a 
mixed system under turbulent flow conditions (Vanni and Baldi 2002, Kramer and Clark 
1997, Clark 1985).  Despite a tremendous amount of focus on the subject of particle 
agglomeration modeling in the past decade, Smoluchowsi’s work continues to be the sited 
general theory on particle agglomeration, but not without practical difficulties in application 
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(Vanni and Baldi 2002, Amirtharajah and Trusler 1985).  Given the large number of variables 
influencing the agglomeration of particles, it is not surprising that no unified, accepted model 
exists that describes the evolution of the particle distribution during flocculation/coagulation 
to a practical significance (Williams et al 1992). 
2.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.5.1 Experimental Site 
The experimental site, constructed in 2000, from which rainfall-runoff volumes were 
obtained is located at City Park Lake approximately 5 kilometers from Louisiana State 
University in urban Baton Rouge.  The experimental sampling point is located under a section 
of elevated highway (Interstate 10) that runs directly over City Park Lake.  The catchment for 
the site is a 544-m2 well-defined section of the interstate, from the east bridge embankment to 
the first expansion joint moving in a westerly direction.  The average daily traffic (ADT) of 
the eastbound lanes on the Portland cement concrete (PCC) bridge deck, which encompass the 
site catchment basin, is approximately 70,400 vehicles per day.  Runoff is carried via an 8-in 
(203.2-mm) cast iron storm effluent pipe and discharged to the experimental facility. A grit 
chamber is followed by a settling basin and set of upflow filters at the experimental site.  The 
runoff delivery system is presented in figure 2.2. 
2.5.2 Sample Collection for Batch Experiments 
For a consistent protocol, samples collected for kinetic experiments were taken within 
the first five minutes of observed runoff at the inlet mouth of the grit chamber as shown in 





Figure 2.2.  Plan and profile views of the urban paved Baton Rouge site located beneath the I-
10 bridge deck of City Park Lake.  Arrows indicate direction of rainfall-runoff flow (q).  
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with the initial period of rainfall-runoff, depending on the length of the previous dry period, 
due to dry weather deposition (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997).  Five liters of runoff volume 
were collected at the inlet mouth of the grit chamber in a ten-liter polypropylene sample 
container chosen for its ability to sample the entire cross-sectional area of flow.  The time of 
the start of rainfall-runoff event precipitation, first observable runoff at the grit chamber, and 
the collection of the 5-L volume were recorded at the time of collection. All rainfall-runoff 
samples were transported and preserved in HDPE containers. 
2.5.3 Batch Mixing and pH Experiments   
Samples were returned to the laboratory immediately following collection.  Travel 
time from the experimental site to the laboratory was typically under 10 minutes.  In the 
laboratory, the 5-L of runoff was decanted into a 5-L polypropylene volumetric container and 
allowed to mix for approximately 1 minute at a speed of 55-revolutions per minute (rpm) 
using a standard stir plate and stir bar.  One liter of the sample was separated and retained in 
the laboratory refrigerator for later ionic strength and mass concentration measurements.  
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) were measured for each 
5-L volume, according to APHA standard methods 2540-D and 2540-E (Standard 1995).  The 
4 remaining liters of runoff volume were manually acidified using the drop-wise addition of 
diluted metal-grade HNO3 (0.02 %) to an experimental target pH.  Once the target pH was 
reached, one liter of stirred sample was decanted into an identical 5-L polypropylene 
container and diluted appropriately for the purposes of laser-diffraction particle analysis.  
Typical dilutions for rainfall-runoff samples from the Baton Rouge site for particle analysis 
range from between a dilution factor of 8 – 15 for highly turbid samples.  Particle analysis 
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readings were taken every 15 minutes in triplicate for a 10 to 12-hour period in order to 
observe changes in the particle size of the particle gradation over time.  A schematic of the 
batch reactor and particle analyzer can be found in figure 2.3.  Arithmetic means of the 
resulting data were calculated, as well as relative percent different (RPD) for replicate 
measurements and the coefficient of variance in percent (CV) for triplicate measurements.   
Based on the experimental mixing speeds, G-values were calculated based on Camp 
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In equation 21, G is the mean velocity gradient (sec-1), P is the power requirement 
(W), µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (N-s/m2), and V is the basin volume (m3).  In 
order to determine the power requirement, it is necessary to confirm that mixing conditions 







N           (22) 
For equation 22, NR is the Reynold’s number (unitless), D is the diameter of the 
impeller (m), n is the mixing speed (rev/s), ρl is the mass density of liquid (kg/m3), and µ is 
the dynamic viscosity (N-s/m2).  For all temporal agglomeration experiments, all mixing 
conditions were maintained as turbulent with all NR values above the laminar region upper 
end of 1 x 105 (Metcalf and Eddy 1991).  The power requirement of mixing is given in 
equation 23. 
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Figure 2.3. A. Batch reactor and particle analyzer for agglomeration studies (top).  B. 
Schematic of the three Plexiglas column system used for the quiescent settling temporal 
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In equation 23, P is the power requirement of mixing (W), k is a constant dependent on the 
impeller geometry estimated from Metcalf and Eddy (1991), and other terms are as previously 
defined. 
2.5.4 Differential Sedimentation 
In order to observe the effects of differential sedimentation on rainfall-runoff 
agglomeration in light of the recent findings that differential sedimentation may have a larger 
influence on particle agglomeration with broad size distributions, or high heterodispersivity, 
than previously theorized (Han and Lawler 1992), a rainfall-runoff event sample, non-
acidified, was introduced to a three-column system and allowed to settled unmixed (G = 0 sec-
1) for a 12- hour period.  At time zero, or the time at which the rainfall-runoff was decanted 
into the columns, particle size distributions, via particle analysis, were recorded in an effort to 
confirm a uniform particle distribution at the top and bottom of the column length.  At 30-min 
intervals, 120-mL samples were taken at the bottom port of the 3 columns and particle 
distributions were recorded.  Samples from the 3 columns at each 30-min interval served as 
triplicate readings for the storm samples’ particle size distribution at that particular sampling 
time, for the purposes of statistical evaluation and quality control verification.  The lower 
portion of Figure 2.3 is a schematic of the three-column system. 
After collection of each 120-mL sample from each of the column ports, each triplicate 
sample was diluted by a factor of 10 using deionized water for the purposes of particle 
analysis.  In addition, each triplicate sample was evaluated for pH, redox (mV), conductivity 
(µS/cm), and temperature (°C).  From the direct probe measurement of conductivity, ionic 
strength, for all evaluated rainfall-runoff events was determined from equation 24. 
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In equation 23, I is ionic strength (M) and Cs is specific conductance (µS/cm) 
(Snoeyink and Jenkins 1995).  This relationship to specific conductance to calculate ionic 
strength was developed using data from several natural waters including groundwater and 
various wastewaters.   A composite 1-L sample was taken at time zero comprised of equal 
volumes of rainfall-runoff from each of the columns collected at the bottom port for the 
purposes of SSC [mg/L] and VSSC [mg/L] measurement. 
2.5.5 Collision Efficiency Functions for Smulochowski’s Binary Collision Equation 
In order to account for hydrodynamic interaction, Van der Waal forces, and 
electrostatic repulsion not inherent in Smulochowski’s classic physical equation, computation 
of the collision efficiency function, δ(i,j), was done for each possible binary collision.  Han 
and Lawler (1992) have posed corrections to the three principal rectilinear collision 
mechanisms (equations 17-19).  These curvilinear corrections take into account the 
hydrodynamic interactions that occur between two particles during the collision process, 
greatly reducing the number of successful collisions from that of the rectilinear set of 
equations.  The collision efficiency equations for each collision mechanisms are given as 
follows, 
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In these expressions δBR, δFS, and δDS refer to the collision efficiency for the Brownian 
diffusion, fluid shear, and differential sedimentation collision mechanisms, respectively and λ 
refers to the size ratio of the two colliding particles.  The coefficients a, b, c, and d were 
obtained from the Han and Lawler (1992).  Once δBR, δFS, and δDS values were computed, 
their magnitude was multiplied by the corresponding collision frequency functions, βBR, βFS, 
and βDS to determine the total collision frequency for each binary collision.   
DSDSFSFSBRBR)j,i( βδ+βδ+βδ=γ        (28) 
2.5.6 Numerical Methods and Model Application. 
In order to assess the applicability of Smulochowski’s classic binary collision model 
to rainfall-runoff particles, several temporal gradation predictions were solved for two 
datasets: the 19 January 2002 and 24 January 2002 rainfall-runoff events.  These rainfall-
runoff events were each chosen because both rainfall-runoff events have similar water quality 
and hydrologic characteristics.  For the size range of 1.0 to 250.0-µm measured, there are an 
infinite number of particle collision combinations that could influence the number 
concentration for the particle size of interest.  In a like manner to previous numerical 
resolutions to Smulochowski’s model size gridding of the overall size range was done in an 
effort to control the number of differential equations to be solved (Thill et al 2001).   
For the purposes of this study, size classes for model compression were chosen to 
correspond with the logarithmically-sized particle size classes given in the output of the 
particle analyzer.   Each median size class’ spherical volume was calculated and possible Nk 
values were computed by summation of all possible particle volume combinations of the 32 
median particle size class values.  All binary collisions resulting in a possible Nk value were 
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viewed as collisions that resulted in a particle with the same diameter as the median particle 
size value within the particle size class for which the possible Nk value was located.   For 
example, the particle size class with a median diameter of 5.1-µm, ranges from 4.7-µm to 5.5-
µm.  All particles measured by the particle analyzer in this size range are summed and 
identified with one overall number concentration with a median particle size of 5.1-µm.  
When a 3.1-µm and a 4.3-µm particle collide, they form a sphere with a nominal diameter of 
4.8-µm.  Because this diameter is located in the size range endpoints of 4.7-µm and 5.5-µm, 
this particle collision is assumed to result in a particle with a nominal diameter of 5.1-µm.  
Such compression of the overall particle size range will result in a reduction of accuracy of 
model results (as well as measured values), yet use of a 32 discrete size classes of the overall 
particle size range suffices to present the basic shape of the model results and measured 
values (Ernest et al 1995).   
Each solution was solved at a particular time during the course of the experiment.  
Such an approach allows for a relatively simple integration of the Smulochowski equation.  
When the model is applied in only an instant of time, all expressions other than the unknown 
Nk can be combined and described by constant values.  The magnitude of these constant 
values, given as C1 (cm-3)and C2 (unitless) in equations 29 and 30, are determined through 
known experimental conditions and direct particle analyzer output of the number 
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Equation 31 provides a simple integration whose solution is given in equation 32.  All 
terms are as previously defined except for C3 which is the constant of integration in units of 
seconds.   
2.6 RESULTS 
2.6.1 General Experimental Summary 
Particulate water quality indices for the I-10 site are provided in Table 2.1 as event 
mean concentrations in order to provide comparative water quality information on rainfall-
runoff volumes captured from the site and used in this study.  For each event captured and 
analyzed, sampling was carried out from the start of runoff to the end of runoff, typically 
resulting in 12 to 15 1-L rainfall-runoff samples (Thompson 1997).   
Over the course of this current study of agglomeration 16 experiments were recorded 
from 11 different rainfall-runoff events.  For every experiment, time was the only independent 
variable, and either pH or mixing speed was the independent variable between experiments 
with other variables kept constant except the variability of water quality between events; for 
example ionic strength.  Rainfall-runoff events were selected for this study based on 
reasonably similar ionic strengths (event ionic strengths can vary by orders of magnitude), in 
order to assess the influence of pH and mixing on particle agglomeration.  Eight experiments 
were evaluated for trends in pH across the naturally occurring rainfall-runoff runoff pH range  
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Table 2.1. Site mean concentrations for selected water quality parameters that apply to this 
study for 12 fully characterized rainfall-runoff events captured from the urban Baton Rouge 
experimental site.   
 
Site SSC2 VSSC3 TDS4 Turbidity pH Conductivity Ionic Strength5
Statistics1 [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] (NTU) (s.u.) (µS/cm) (M)
Median 271.1 86.9 141.6 281.6 7.2 296 0.0047
Mean 275.5 87.9 145.2 252.6 7.1 303.3 0.0049
SD 137.9 58.4 144.5 157.7 0.3 298.7 0.0048
RSD 50 66.4 99.5 62.4 3.5 98.5 0.0016
1.  Site statistics for 12 rainfall-runoff events for the urban Baton Rouge site.
2.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration.
3.  VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration.
4.  TDS:  Total dissolved solids.




(5.5 – 9.0).  The measured SMV (site mean value) for pH for the Baton Rouge I-10 site is 7.2.  
This pH is higher than typical pH values for runoff from asphalt-paved watersheds due to the 
I-10 bridge deck material of Portland Cement Concrete (PCC), whose abraded material 
increases the pH of the naturally acidic runoff (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997, Sansalone et 
al 1998). 
In order to examine velocity gradient’s role in particle agglomeration, 8 mixing speeds 
were evaluated ranging from 0-rpm to 134.9-rpm (revolutions per minute).  The 0-rpm mixing 
speed references the above-mentioned column experiment that occurred on 11 November 
2002.  Summary information for selected hydraulic and fluid shear conditions for 
experimental collection is located in table 2.2.  Water quality event mean values are located in 
table 2.3.   
2.6.2 Number versus Volume Concentration 
Figure 2.4 illustrates the measured particle gradation upon initial rainfall-runoff 
volume to the laboratory for 6 rainfall-runoff events.  Size gradations are presented as number 
and volume (mass from equation 7).  These six rainfall-runoff events captured and from the 
experimental site were chosen randomly; and despite the variability of the rainfall-runoff 
quality from the urban Baton Rouge site, the initial number and volume concentration 
distributions remain relatively similar.  When describing the suspended particle gradation in 
terms of mass or volume concentration, the initial d50m of the gradation typically occurs from 
10 to 40 µm.  It is important to note that this d50m only applies to the experimental particle 
size range for this research (suspended and fine settleable).  The d50m of the entire gradation is 
typically in the sand-size fraction approximately 100 to 1000 µm (Lin and Sansalone 2003).   
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Table 2.2.  Hydrologic characteristics and fluid shear parameters for captured rainfall-runoff 









(s.u.) (hours) (min) (rev/min) (W) (sec-1)
19-Jan-02 6.5 5 40 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
24-Jan-02 5.5 68 1 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
26-Mar-02 8.5 397 3 140.5 5.0E+5 0.022 66.2
26-Jun-02 8.0 237 19 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
19-Aug-02 9.0 48 9 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
21-Aug-02 7.5 18 9 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
04-Sep-02 7.0 13 6 161.9 5.8E+5 0.034 81.8
24-Sep-02 5.5 183 20 140.5 5.0E+5 0.022 66.2
04-Sep-02 7.0 13 6 92.0 3.3E+5 0.006 35.1
04-Sep-02 7.0 13 6 123.0 4.4E+5 0.015 54.2
04-Sep-02 7.0 13 6 140.5 5.0E+5 0.022 66.2
04-Sep-02 7.0 13 6 161.9 5.8E+5 0.034 81.8
25-Oct-02 7.0 116 33 183.2 6.6E+5 0.049 98.5
25-Oct-02 7.0 116 33 204.6 7.3E+5 0.068 116.2
25-Oct-02 7.0 116 33 225.9 8.1E+5 0.091 134.9
11-Nov-027 7.5 110 85 0.0 0.0E+0 0.000 0.0
1.  PDH:  Previous dry hours.
2.  IPRT:  Initial pavement residence time.
3.  Impeller mixing speed.
4.  NR:  Reynold's number. Refer to equation 21. 
5.  P:  Power requirement for mixing.  Refer to equation 22.
6.  G:  Fluid shear velocity gradient. Refer to equation 20.  
     (Metcalf and Eddy 1994)
7.  Quiescent settling in settling columns  (length =3.0-m, OD = 15.0-cm).
Temporal Agglomeration Experiments (pH-varied)
Temporal Agglomeration Experiments (G-varied)
Selected Hydrologic and Fluid Shear Parameters
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Table 2.3.  Water quality parameters for captured rainfall-runoff from the urban Baton Rouge 
site. 
 
pH1  SSC2  VSSC3  TDS4 Conductivity5 Ionic Strength6
Event Date (s.u.) [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] (mS/cm) (M)
19-Jan-02 6.5 472.0 120.0 216.0 399.0 0.00638
24-Jan-02 5.5 675.0 175.2 366.9 573.3 0.00917
26-Mar-02 8.5 154.0 85.2 174.4 365.8 0.00585
26-Jun-02 8.0 263.6 74.8 128.4 273.4 0.00437
19-Aug-02 9.0 397.6 105.2 128.0 274.8 0.00320
21-Aug-02 7.5 1357.6 440.4 182.2 392.8 0.00628
04-Sep-02 7.0 1158.0 426.4 143.0 304.4 0.00487
24-Sep-02 5.5 494.4 216.0 318.0 667.8 0.01068
04-Sep-02 7.0 1158.0 426.4 143.0 304.4 0.0049
25-Oct-02 7.0 461.3 157.3 821.4 1669.8 0.0267
11-Nov-02 7.5 78.7 8.0 83.8 177.8 0.0028
1.  pH manually kept constant through dropwise addition of 0.02% HNO3.
2.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration.
3.  VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration.
4.  TDS:  Total dissolved solids.
5.  Direct probe measurement (YSI 85 probe).
6.  Ionic strength = [(1.6 x 10-5)(specific conductance (µS/cm)] (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1995).
Water Quality Summary Parameters
Temporal Agglomeration Experiments (G-varied)
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19-Jan-02 6.5 472.0 0.0064 54.2 2.9E+7 1450.6 2.7 1.4 7.1 
24-Jan-02 5.5 675.0 0.0092 54.2 3.4E+6 1365.2 4.3 1.5 21.6 
26-Mar-02 8.5 154.0 0.0059 66.2 9.1E+6 858.8 4.2 1.5 34.2 
26-Jun-02 8.0 263.6 0.0044 54.2 1.8E+7 533.5 2.8 1.4 10.0 
04-Sept-02 7.0 1158.0 0.0049 81.8 8.3E+6 359.7 4.6 1.5 39.9 
24-Sept-02 5.5 494.4 0.0107 66.2 4.1E+7 3152.3 3.2 1.3 12.2 
 
Figure 2.4. Relationship between mass (M) and number (N) distributions for the suspended 
and finer settleable solids gradations for a series of rainfall-runoff event volumes sampled at 
the experimental urban transportation land use site in Baton Rouge, La and used for batch 
experiments.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], I:  Ionic strength (M), G:  
Velocity gradient (sec-1), NT:  Total number concentration recorded at first particle analysis 
measurement (100% finer by number) [cm-3], MT:  Total mass concentration [mg/L] recorded 
at first particle analysis measurement (100% finer by mass).   
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Alternatively, when suspended gradations are described in terms of particle number 
concentration, the vast majority of the gradation exists as particles less than 10-µm.  In fact, 
for the 8 rainfall-runoff events whose pH value was varied in the dataset, particles less than 2-
µm account for 70 to 90% of the NT. 
2.6.3 Changes in the Particle Size Distribution  
As is the convention, particle distribution results are presented in terms of the 
differential volume distribution of particles [µL/L for 32 size increments].  Figure 2.5 
illustrates the changes in the volumetric distribution of the rainfall-runoff sample collected on 
19 January 2002, maintained at a pH of 6.5.  PSDs are plotted for discrete times during the 
batch experiments, with a break from the upper plot to the lower plot at 300 minutes.  As is 
apparent from the inset graph, TVC, d90n, and d50n curves, as well as the magnitude of the PSD 
peaks, agglomeration accelerates from 300 minutes through 609 minutes, the last sample 
collected.  As flocs are forming during the agglomeration process void spaces are created in 
between primary particles, and the particle analyzer interprets this heterogeneous mass as one 
larger spherical particle.  Thus, an increase in the TVC over time indicates a shift in the 
sample gradation from a predominance of smaller-sized primary particles to a coarser fraction 
(> 75-µm) due to floc formation. 
Several observations can be made from figure 2.5.  During the first portion of the 
experiment very little agglomeration occurs.  This can be observed from the data in that the 
peak of the volume distribution does not shift with respect to particle size and the normalized 
volume concentration peak does not significantly change.  After 300 minutes the data indicate 
a shift in both the volume concentration peak to a larger particle size increment  (from 15 µm  
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Figure 2.5. Particle size distribution (PSD) evolution for the batch mixing kinetics experiment 
as a function of time (min).  Time 0 was the start of runoff; time = 73-min was the time of the 
first measured particle gradation from the 19 January 2002 rainfall-runoff event batch 
experiment volume.  The plotted volume concentrations were normalized to the TVC (Total 
volume concentration) recorded at the time of gradation measurement:  584.7-µL/L, 577.0-
µL/L, 600.9-µL/L, 581.0-µL/L, 641.4-µL/L, 687.2-µL/L, 773.9-µL/L, 1270.8-µL/L, 1574.9-
µL/L, 1997.9-µL/L, 2443.6-µL/L, 2597.3-µL/L, respectively.  Data symbols represent mean 
of replicates and standard deviation represented by range bars.  Nomenclature: SSC:  
Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], d50n:  median representative particle diameter based 
on particle number (µm), d90n:  representative particle diameter for 90% of the particle 
gradation based on particle number (µm), TVC:  Total volume concentration [µL/L]. 
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at 339 minutes to 60 µm at 609 minutes) as well as an increase in the magnitude of the peak 
volume concentrations. 
Figure 2.6, in a similar manner to Figure 2.5, illustrates the changes in volumetric 
distribution for the particle gradation from the rainfall-runoff volume collected on 19 August 
2002.  In contrast to the batch experiment of the 19 January 2002 rainfall-runoff volume 
summarized in Figure 2.5, the pH in this experiment was maintained at 9.0.  Both ionic 
strength and SSC are comparable to the 19 January 2002 event and G-values were kept 
constant at 54.2-sec-1 for both batch experiments.  The influence of particle agglomeration is 
evident, by the results at 295 minutes, as the experimental gradation from approximately 40 to 
100 µm as well as the largest size class show an increase in volume concentration.  The lower 
plot of later times illustrate more pronounced particle agglomeration within this same 
gradation range from 40 to 100 µm.  However, the 19 August 2002 does not exhibit the 
degree of increase in over time for the peak modes of the distributions as does the 19 January 
2002 event.  The inset plot in figure 2.6 illustrates little change in particle agglomeration for 
the entire gradation over time as compared to the 19 January 2002 event.  Neither the d50n nor 
the d90n vary with time, a function of the stability of the volumetric distribution.  Furthermore, 
while an increase in the TVC of the 19 August 2002 event was measured after 500-min, the 
overall increase in TVC is significantly less than the 19 January 2002 event.   
2.6.4 Effects of pH on Rainfall-Runoff Particle Agglomeration 
Figure 2.7 illustrates three rainfall-runoff event volumes that were each kept at 
separate but different pH values below 7.0.  For each rainfall-runoff event steady particle 
agglomeration occurs throughout the course of the experiment.  Both 24 January 2002 and 24  
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19 August 2002 event
Water Quality Parameters
SSC:  397.6 mg/L    pH:  9.0

















Figure 2.6.  Particle size distribution (PSD) evolution for the batch mixing kinetics 
experiment as a function of time (min).  Time 0 was the start of runoff; time = 58-min was the 
time of the measured particle gradation from the 19 August 2002 rainfall-runoff event sample.  
Volume concentrations were normalized to the TVC (Total volume concentration) recorded at 
the time of gradation measurement:  103.2-µL/L, 148.1-µL/L, 129.9-µL/L, 109.4-µL/L, 
150.2-µL/L, 119.3-µL/L, 113.3-µL/L, 129.4-µL/L, 120.8-µL/L, 119.5-µL/L, 160.7-µL/L, 
267.3-µL/L, respectively.  Data symbols represent mean of replicates and standard deviation 
represented by range bars.  Nomenclature:  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], 
d50n:  median representative particle diameter based on particle number (µm), d90n:  
representative particle diameter for 90% of the particle gradation based on particle number 
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24-Jan-02 5.5 675.0 0.0092 54.2 3.4E+6 1365.2 
24-Sept-02 5.5 494.4 0.0107 66.2 4.1E+7 3152.3 
19-Jan-02 6.5 472.0 0.0064 54.2 2.9E+7 1450.6 
04-Sept-02 7.0 1158.0 0.0049 81.8 3.4E+6 1032.1 
 
Figure 2.7.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, lnv, α, and β for temporal agglomeration experiments 
where rainfall-runoff event volume was maintained at pH levels < 7.0.  Temporal NT 
measurements are normalized to the first NT value recorded during the experimental period.  
SSC: Suspended solids concentration mg/L], I:  Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient (sec-
1), MT:  Total mass concentration recorded at first particle analysis measurement [mg/L].  
Data symbols represent mean of replicates and standard deviation represented by range bars.   
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September 2002, both controlled at a pH of 5.5, showed significant and consistent 
agglomeration, with normalized NT trends decreasing almost linearly after time zero from 
100% of the initial measured NT to near 20% of the initial NT by the end of the experiment.  
Because the smaller particle sizes (1 – 5-µm) in the suspended fraction comprise nearly the 
entire number concentration distribution, the NT trends for these experiments show a marked 
decrease in the number concentration of these particles in particular. 
In a like manner, lnv trends show the mean number volume size of each differential 
particle size distribution steadily increases during the experiment, signifying agglomeration.  
Because the lnv by definition accounts for both the volume of spherical particles as well as the 
number concentration of the different particle size classes, lnv provides information on the 
agglomeration of the entire gradation.  Both the 24 January 2002 and 19 January 2002 
rainfall-runoff events show lnv values near 3 and 4-µm at the start of gradation observation 
that increase to 12.4 and 10.3-µm respectively.  For the 4 September 2002 event, lnv values 
increase from 4 to 7-µm, indicating agglomeration of a lower magnitude for this event than 
the 19 January 2002 and 24 January 2002 events.  For the 24 January 2002, 19 January 2002, 
and the 4 September 2002 rainfall-runoff events, there are visible points of acceleration for 
the lnv trend occurring somewhere between 350 to 500-min.  Such a behavior is unique to the 
agglomeration experiments conducted at pH values less that 7.0 in the dataset. 
While lnv trends for the 24 September 2002 storm suggest the occurrence of particle 
agglomeration, the trend is not as compelling as the 19 January 2002 and 24 January 2002 lnv 
trends.  While NT trends show the reduction of smaller-sized particles on the same magnitude 
as other experiments conducted at acidic to neutral pH values, the overall agglomeration of 
this particular gradation is not as extensive as the other events.  This trend can be attributed to 
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the large total mass concentration, MT, of the 24 September 2002.  This particular gradation 
has mass concentrations of particles in size fractions over 100-µm an order of magnitude 
greater than the three other rainfall-runoff events presented in figure 2.7.  Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that a higher rate of sedimentation would negatively affect 
agglomeration for this rainfall-runoff sample. 
Figure 2.8 shows results in a similar format to figure 2.7 for four rainfall-runoff events 
conducted at the upper end of the pH range, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5 and 9.0.  While agglomeration is 
apparent in the NT and lnv trends for the three highest pH values, the magnitude of the 
agglomeration is not as significant as those experiments conducted at acidic pH values.  For 
each rainfall-runoff event, NT values across the entire experiment decrease from 100% of the 
initially measured NT to between 60 to 70% of the initially measured NT, except in the case of 
the 21 August 2002 event.  This event exhibits agglomeration behavior characteristic of acidic 
events presented in figure 2.7, as is expected due to its relatively neutral pH value of 7.5. 
Values of lnv for the 26 June, 26 March, and 19 August events show a similar muted 
trend.  Because the lnv trend exhibits a positive slope, there is evidence of particle 
agglomeration.  Yet, while each of the four lnv trends begins at time zero values of near 3 to 4-
µm, the net increase of number mean volume size ranged from 1.2 to 1.5 as compared to 
acidic pH conditions where each of the four lnv trends had increases that ranged from 2.4 to 
8.6-µm. 
2.6.5 Effects of Mixing (G > 0 sec -1) on Rainfall-Runoff Particle Agglomeration 
A comparison of velocity gradients conducted on the 4 September 2002 rainfall-runoff 
event volume is shown in figure 2.9.  The four velocity gradients tested fall within the  
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21-Aug-02 7.5 1357.6 0.0063 54.2 1.4E+7 1676.9 
26-Jun-02 8.0 263.6 0.0044 54.2 1.8E+7 533.5 
26-Mar-02 8.5 154.0 0.0059 66.2 9.1E+6 858.8 
19-Aug-02 9.0 397.6 0.0044 54.2 1.1E+7 254.9 
 
Figure 2.8.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, lnv, α, and β for temporal agglomeration experiments 
where rainfall-runoff event volume was maintained at pH levels > 7.0.  Temporal NT 
measurements are normalized to the first NT value recorded during the experimental period.  
SSC: Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], I:  Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient 
(sec-1), MT:  Total mass concentration recorded at first particle analysis measurement [mg/L].  
Data symbols represent mean of replicates and standard deviation represented by range bars.   
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µ 1158.0 0.0049 8.3E+6 1032.904-Sept-02 
σ 
7.0 362.9 0.0 35.1 – 81.8 1.7E+5 0.02 
 
Figure 2.9.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, and power law parameters for temporal agglomeration 
experiments conducted at four mixing speeds, comprising the lower end of the experimental 
velocity gradient range (35.1 to 134.9 sec-1).  All mixed samples were taken from 5-L of 
rainfall-runoff collected on 4 September 2002.  Temporal NT measurements are normalized to 
the first NT value recorded during the experimental period.  SSC: Suspended solids 
concentration [mg/L], I:  Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient (sec-1), MT:  Total mass 
concentration recorded at first particle analysis measurement [mg/L]. 
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conventionally suggested velocity gradient range of 20 to 80 sec-1 for wastewater flocculation 
unit process design (Metcalf and Eddy 1991).  While the number concentration distribution, 
NT, for each mixing speed exhibited significant small-sized particle agglomeration, the effect 
of velocity gradients on particle agglomeration can be seen in the lnv trends.  For the first three 
slowest mixing speeds, 35.1, 54.2, and 66.2-sec-1, agglomeration is relatively indiscernible 
according to lnv trends.  Percent increases in lnv for 35.1, 54.2, and 66.2-sec-1 mixing speeds 
are 15.7, 34.8, and 12.8%, respectively. The only mixing speed to show significant change in 
lnv over the course of the experiment was the batch experiment at 81.8-sec-1.  While the lnv 
trends for the three slowest mixing speeds show a slight positive slope suggesting the 
occurrence of particle agglomeration, the lnv increasing trend for G = 81.8-sec-1 accelerates at 
450-min to show an overall larger increase (%∆ of 5.4 before 450-min, %∆ of 47.8 after 450-
min) for this mixing speed as compared to the three slower mixing speed . 
This result clarifies the true value of optimizing mixing speed, prevention of removal 
of particles by sedimentation.  For the four velocity gradients evaluated on 4 September 2002, 
G = 81.8-sec-1 was the only velocity gradient, by observation, that adequately entrained all of 
the particulate matter throughout the 700-min mixing time period.  For the three slowest 
mixing speeds, visible flocs were deposited on the bottom of the 5-L batch reactor throughout 
the experiment. 
In general, the percent decrease in the β value across the range of G-values did not 
vary to a significant degree.  While all mixing speeds showed a decrease in the β value over 
600-min of continuous mixing, percent decreases ranged from -3% to -18.9% observed at G-
values of 66.2 and 88.1-sec-1, respectively, indicating that β values may not be as sensitive to 
particle agglomeration as NT and lnv.  By contrast, the α trends for the range of observed 
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mixing speeds confirms NT trends.  There is a significantly higher percent decrease in the α 
value as compared to the b value for the observed mixing speeds (-33.3 to -76.9% for G 
values 35.1 to 98.5-sec-1).  This result indicates that there is a high degree of decrease in the 
total particle number with time for these mixing speeds.  At a G-value of 116.5-sec-1 and 
higher there is a net increase in the alpha value (25 to 50%) confirming the general increase of 
particle number with time for these mixing speeds.   
Figure 2.10 illustrates a comparison of temporal particle size distributions for three 
velocity gradients, 98.5-sec-1, 116.2-sec-1, and 134.9-sec-1, evaluated for the 25 October 2002 
rainfall-runoff event volume.  A velocity gradient of 50-sec-1 is a published upper limit on the 
range of selected velocity gradients designed to avoid floc disaggregation (Han and Lawler 
1992).  Therefore, it is not surprising that particle disaggregation was apparent in each of the 
velocity gradients tested.  Each mixing speed, 183.2-rev/sec, 204.6-rev/sec, and 225.9-rev/sec 
respectively, produced a vortex at the top of the water column of the sample.  For the 98.5-
sec-1 and 116.2-sec-1 velocity gradients particle agglomeration occurred, as is apparent by the 
decrease in NT and increase in lnv, for a portion of the mixing time period from the time of 
initial sampling.  However, once the vortex of the sample contacted the bottom of the sample 
container, particle disaggregation dominated the agglomeration process.  For mixing speeds 
183.2-rev/sec and 204.6-rev/sec, vortex contact occurred at 580-min and 360-min, 
respectively.  For both mixing speeds, lnv values begin to decrease at the time of vortex 
contact as disaggregation increases the number of smaller-sized particles in the gradation.  
Similar trends are apparent in the NT trends; NT values increase indicating floc breakup at the 
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µ 461.3 0.0267 4.6E+6 830.7 25-Oct-02 
σ 
7.0 167.7 1.5E-4 98.5 – 134.9 4.2E+4 15.2 
 
Figure 2.10.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, and power law parameters for temporal agglomeration 
experiments conducted at three mixing speeds, comprising the higher end of the experimental 
velocity gradient range (35.1 to 134.9-sec-1).   All mixed samples were taken from 5-L of 
rainfall-runoff collected on 25 October 2002.  Temporal NT measurements are normalized to 
the first NT value recorded during the experimental period.  SSC: Suspended solids 
concentration [mg/L], I:  Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient (sec-1), MT:  Total mass 
concentration recorded at first particle analysis measurement [mg/L].  Note the change in 
scale for Normalized NT for G = 134.9-sec-1. 
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For the largest experimental velocity gradient, 134.9-sec-1, disaggregation dominates 
particle interaction throughout the entirety of the mixing time period.  As this velocity 
gradient is nearly three times higher than the suggested upper limit of suggested velocity 
gradients to avoid particle breakup.  In like manner to velocity gradients 98.5-sec-1 and 116.2-
sec-1, there is a change in the slope of the NT trend at the point of vortex contact with the 
bottom of the sample container.  For G =134.9-sec-1, the vortex of the water column contacted 
the base of the sample container at 380-min.  At this point in the experiment, disaggregation 
increased as is evident in the increase of the slope of the NT trend. 
2.6.6 Effects of No Mixing (G = 0 sec -1) on Rainfall-Runoff Particle Agglomeration 
Figure 2.11 shows the summary of granulometric indices for the settling column 
experiment conducted on the 11 November 2002 rainfall-runoff event volume.  This 
experiment was designed to simulate particle agglomeration with fluid shear removed as a 
viable particle collision mechanism.  The motivation for this particular experiment is in 
response to the cited importance given to the velocity gradient in particle separation systems; 
where this importance may not accurately describe the agglomeration process (Han and 
Lawler 1992, Cleasby 1984).  Figure 2.11 shows the number concentration distribution, NT, 
decreasing with time with a similar magnitude (%∆ of -46.8) to mixed samples at a similar 
pH.  In fact, as the NT trend for the settling column experiment ends at 46.8% of the original 
total number concentration, reduction of the number concentration distribution is qualitatively 
larger than the decrease of the NT trend in some of the experiments at controlled basic pH 
levels (figure 2.8).  Particle sedimentation is active for the settling columns as no mixing 
element will maintain particle suspension in the same manner as the mixed samples.   
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µ 78.7 0.0028 2.7E+7 545.6 11-Nov-02 
σ 
7.4 8.3 5.3E-4 0.0 2.2E+6 26.6 
 
Figure 2.11.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, and power law parameters for the quiescent settling 
temporal agglomeration experiment conducted via three Plexiglas columns on 200-L of 
rainfall-runoff from the 11 November 2002 event.  Rainfall-runoff was allowed to settle 
unmixed for a 12-hour period.  Time 0 represents the time at which rainfall-runoff was 
introduced to the columns.  Temporal NT measurements are normalized to the first NT value 
recorded during the experimental period.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], I:  
Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient (sec-1), MT: Total mass concentration recorded at 
first particle analysis measurement [mg/L].  
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However, the slight positive slope associated with the lnv, d90n, and d50n trends illustrates that 
particle agglomeration is an active mechanism in total particle number reduction.  
Qualitatively, because both of these trends exhibit a positive slope, a larger portion of the 
particle size distribution, from both a volume and number description can be associated with 
larger particle sizes.  Quantitatively, while the lnv, d90n, and d50n have a positive slope, the 
magnitude of the overall change illustrates a lesser degree of agglomeration compared to 
mixed samples (∆lnv of near 1-µm as compared to ∆lnv close to 2-µm for mixed rainfall-runoff 
volumes with pH values above 7.5). 
2.6.7 Extended Particle Agglomeration Study 
The motivation for the 19 August 2002 experiment was to evaluate the qualitative 
existence of steady-state agglomeration by extending the standard mixing and sampling 
regime to an experimental period to near 48-hours.  A velocity gradient near the median of the 
typical flocculation range was chosen (54.2-sec-1), and the sample’s naturally-occurring pH 
was evaluated (7.5).  The granulometric indices are give in figure 2.12 for the experiment 
conducted on the 19 August 2002 rainfall-runoff event volume.  
In a similar manner to results presented up to 700 minutes of mixing time, the number 
concentration distribution decreases steadily for the first 700 minutes of the experiment.  In 
conjunction with increasing lnv, d90n, d50n trends, particle agglomeration dominates the particle 
interaction during this time.  Particle agglomeration continues to dominate particle interaction 
until 1600 minutes where both slopes of the d50m and NT curves stabilize and approach zero.  


















µ 1357.6 0.0063 6.0E+5 1676.9 21-Aug-02 
σ 
7.5 121.6 1.2E-4 54.2 2.3E+4 30.2 
 
Figure 2.12.  Normalized NT, d90n, d50n, and power law parameters for the extended temporal 
agglomeration study for the 21 August 2002 rainfall-runoff event.  Time 0 represents the time 
of sample collection.  Temporal NT measurements are normalized to the first NT value 
recorded during the experimental period.  SSC: Suspended solids concentration [mg/L], I:  
Ionic strength (M), G:  Velocity gradient (sec-1), MT:  Total mass concentration recorded at 
first particle analysis measurement [mg/L]. 
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in magnitude and apparent stabilization occurs.  This suggests formed flocs had finally 
reached a critical size and floc sedimentation was occurring.   
2.6.8 Numerical Methods and Model Results. 
Collision frequency functions for the different particle collision mechanisms are given 
in figure 2.13.  These functions are the product of the classic Smulochowski equations 
(equations 17 – 19) and the collision efficiency corrections given by Han and Lawler (1992) 
[λ(i,j) = δ(i,j)β(i,j)].  In this figure, di is held constant at 1.36-µm (typical clay-size), 22.7-µm 
(typical silt-size) and 100.5-µm (typical fine sand-size) and dj is varied from 1 – 118.7-µm.  
This figure illustrates that for smaller particles in the experimental particle size range, particle 
collisions with particles of a similar size will occur due to fluid shear; particle collisions with 
small particles and larger particles will occur due to differential sedimentation.  Further, when 
particles in the middle of the suspended particle size range collide with particles of a similar 
size, fluid shear is the dominant particle transport mechanism.  Collisions of a 22.7-µm 
particle, a particle size typical of particles that remain suspended under typical mixing 
conditions, with either a much smaller or larger-sized particle will occur due to differential 
sedimentation.  For larger, settleable particles, such as a particle size of 100.5-µm, differential 
sedimentation dominates for most possible particle collisions, except for those collisions 
between two large, similarly –sized particles where fluid shear dominates particle collision. 
Figure 2.14 presents collision frequency functions for a 9.9-µm particle (typical 
suspended particle size in urban rainfall-runoff) at varying particle densities, ρp, chosen to 
encompass the particle densities encountered in natural waters including rainfall-runoff.  
Since differential sedimentation is the only particle collision mechanism that is a function of  
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Figure 2.13. Collision frequency functions [λ(i,j) = δ(i,j) β(i,j)] for a representative rainfall-
runoff colloidal (clay-size), suspended (silt-size), and settleable (fine sand-size) particle size 
based on Smulochowski’s classic equations for collision frequency [β(i,j)-cm3] for Brownian 
diffusion, fluid shear, and differential sedimentation and Han and Lawler’s curvilinear model 
for collision efficiency [δ(i,j)-unitless].  For any particle collision combination, collision 
frequency is the correction factor for successful particle agglomeration.  Brownian diffusion 
dominance is characteristic of particle collisions smaller than the experimental particle size 
range for this research.  
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Figure 2.14. Collision frequency functions [λ(i,j) = δ(i,j) β(i,j)] based on Smulochowski’s 
classic equations for collision frequency [β(i,j)-cm3] and Lawler’s curvilinear model for 
collision efficiency [δ(i,j)-unitless] at common particle densities for natural waters.  Percent 
difference values for selected particle sizes across the suspended to fine settleable gradation 
for common particle densities. 
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ρp, the variation in the total collision frequency function can be observed through an increase 
in successful particle collisions as particle density increases.  Denser particles will settle in a 
rainfall-runoff matrix at a higher speed; therefore collisions will results in a higher likelihood 
of agglomeration.  When evaluating the percent difference in collision frequency for various 
sized particles at different particle densities, it is evident that an accurate measured particle 
density for model application is preferred.  While the standard particle density assumption of 
2.65-g/cm3 gives a general estimate of the influence of differential sedimentation on particle 
collision, the impact of differential sedimentation can be overestimated for those smaller 
particles in the gradation whose particle densities are typically smaller than 2.65-g/cm3 
(Sansalone and Tribouillard 1999).  
The collision frequency functions, examples of which are presented in figure 2.13 and 
figure 2.14, were applied to the overall Smulochowski agglomeration equation for 
experimental batch data obtained from the 19 January 2002 rainfall-runoff event volume, in 
order to evaluate the applicability of the model to experimental data.  Four discrete times were 
evaluated using measured results from the 19 January 2002 rainfall-runoff event: 73-min, 
209-min, 457-min, and 609-min, given in figure 2.15.  These times were chosen in order to 
encompass the entire time frame of the experiment.  The fit of the model to measured values 
is good for each of the times as expected, since constants of integration were determined as a 
calibration for each particle size class for each of the four times evaluated.  Even after 
adjusting the model with the calculated constants of integration, it is visible in figure 2.15 that 
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19-Jan-02 µ 6.5 472.0 0.0064 54.2 2.9E+7 1450.6 
 
Figure 2.15. Four calibrations of the Smulochowski equation with collision efficiency 
corrections for four different times during the experimental period for the temporal 
agglomeration rainfall-runoff sample collected on 19 January 2002.  For each time period, the 
constant of integration distribution, C3, was determined from experimental data. µ: dynamic 
viscosity (g/cm-sec), ρs: particle density [g/cm3], T: temperature (ºC), G: velocity gradient 
(sec-1), SSC:  suspended solids concentration [g/cm3], I: ionic strength (M), NT:  total number 












19-Jan-02 9.04E-3 2.51 25.0 54.2 
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Further, each constant of integration, regardless of time, exhibits a decrease in value 
after 19.2-µm.  The constant of integration in this solution acts as a correction factor between 
the model equation and the measured results.  The difference in magnitude and shape of the 
constant of integration curve after the 19.2-µm mark suggests the model lacks terms that 
describe some kinetic phenomenon for the smaller-sized particles (<19.2-µm) and the larger-
sized particles (>19.2-µm).  The shape of the constant of integration distribution is not nearly 
as significant as the fact that the “constants” do not remain constant during the course of the 
experimental time period, although the slope of the constant of integration distribution 
approaches zero with time.  This indicates that the model does not adequately describe all of 
the temporal agglomeration phenomena that influence the measured results.    
Figure 2.16 shows results from application of the binary collision model with 
computed constants of integration to the 24 January 2002 rainfall-runoff event.  In this figure, 
a calibration was carried out for the particle gradation measured at 69 minutes.  This constant 
of integration distribution was applied to three subsequent times in during the experiment:  
209 minutes, 455 minutes, and 598 minutes, in order to evaluate the specific reasons for lack 
of fit of the current binary collision model to rainfall-runoff gradations.   
Throughout the course of the experimental time period, the model tends to under-
predict the smaller-sized particles and over-predict the larger size particles.  It can be 
reasonably assumed that these deviations from measured results stem from the fact that the 
model does not explicitly account for disaggregation, which would influence smaller-sized 
particles, and particle sedimentation.  By adding a disaggregation and sedimentation term to 
the classic equation, smaller-sized particle concentrations, which have higher concentrations 
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µ 675.0 0.0092 3.4E+6 1365.2 24-Jan-02 
σ 
5.5 18.8 0.0E+0 54.2 7.2E+4 19.1 
 
Figure 2.16. Calibration of Smulochowski’s equation with collision efficiency corrections for 
the first measured particle gradation of rainfall-runoff collected on 24 January 2002, followed 
by 3 applications of the determined calibration constant of integration distribution, C3, for 
subsequent times during the experimental period.  µ: dynamic viscosity (g/cm-sec), ρs: 
particle density [g/cm3], T: temperature (ºC), G: velocity gradient (sec-1), SSC:  suspended 
solids concentration [g/cm3], I: ionic strength (M), NT:  total number concentration [cm-3], 
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addition, the concentration of larger-sized particles, which will settle out of solution through 
the formation of large flocs or a lack of velocity gradient sufficient to maintain suspension, 
would be decreased.  Such alteration of the classic equation has been the focus of several 
investigations (Thill et al 2001, Ernest et al1995, Williams et al 1992) yet due to the lack of 
such a temporal agglomeration investigation using rainfall-runoff matrix, an evaluation of the 
classic equation was done to provide a foundation for future rainfall-runoff agglomeration 
experimentation and modeling. 
2.7 CONCLUSIONS  
The study of the agglomeration phenomenon has been of interest to environmental 
engineering water treatment practice in such fields as municipal wastewater, drinking water, 
and estuarine management where understanding of the dynamics of liquid-solid separation 
can advance the efficiency of treatment systems.  Advances in the understanding of 
agglomeration have such a direct application to rainfall-runoff treatment as complete 
understanding of the magnitude of rainfall-runoff pollution and the subsequent regulations 
require treatment on the same level of sophistication as other pollutant streams.  The research 
reported in this manuscript attempts to act as a foundation for the study of agglomeration 
kinetics for rainfall-runoff particles.  This separate study, while acknowledging the advanced 
efforts in the field of agglomeration study for other water management industries, is deemed a 
necessary starting point due to the unique chemical, physical, hydrological, and stochastic 
nature of the rainfall-runoff matrix.  A series of batch flocculation experiments were 
performed to evaluate the qualitative influence of pH and mixing speed, as well as providing a 
characteristic overview of particle size distributions from rainfall-runoff collected at the Baton 
Rouge I-10 field site.  Further, a preliminary comparison of a mathematical model rooted in 
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the fundamentals of flocculation shows encouraging results as well as areas requiring future 
effort in terms of modeling storm particle size distribution evolution. 
Several granulometric indices discussed in previous literature in regards to rainfall-
runoff particle distributions (Cristina et al 2002), are useful in describing the changes in the 
particle size distribution of rainfall-runoff particles over time.  Number concentration, NT, 
total volume concentration (TVC), median gradation diameters based on number or mass, d50n 
d50m d90n d90m, mean number volume particle size, lnv, and the cumulative power law 
parameters, α and β, show varying trends over time suggesting the increase of larger-sized 
particles and the decrease of smaller-sized particles in a size distribution.  While each of these 
granulometric indices can indicate agglomeration, complete understanding of their qualitative 
and quantitative meanings is necessary to glean the most information about the PSD 
characteristics and evolution. 
For instance, particle number concentration versus particle mass/volume concentration 
can describe the particle gradation in a largely different manner.  When the particle gradation 
is described in terms of a volume concentration, the suspended fraction accounts for only a 
small percentage of the total particle gradation (1-µm to 10,000-µm).  Initial results for total 
residual characterization at the Baton Rouge site show that residuals less than 75-µm 
comprise roughly 5% of the total gradation by volume (15-µm to 9500-µm).  Describing the 
suspended fraction in terms of a representative diameter based on mass can therefore be 
misleading, since inclusion of the entire gradation into the d50m calculation would 
significantly alter the magnitude of the index. 
Alternatively, when the particle gradation is described in terms of number 
concentration, over 90% of the total number concentration is in size fractions 10-µm and less.  
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Calculating representative diameters of the suspended fraction of the particle gradation as 
number concentrations would not vary when considering the entire particle size range of 
rainfall-runoff particles.  From a more site-specific view, rainfall-runoff gradations from the 
Baton Rouge I-10 site showed across all experiments particle gradations with a majority of 
the distribution in the smallest particle size classes, typically below 1.89-µm.  For this reason, 
d90n, as opposed to the conventional d50n, is a better descriptor of overall particle 
agglomeration for rainfall-runoff captured at the Baton Rouge field site. 
When comparing batch experimental results where pH was varied across several 
experiments it is apparent that pH has a direct influence on the mechanism of agglomeration.  
For each of the acidic pH experiments presented a point of acceleration was visible during the 
experimental time period of the experiment.  For experiments conducted at a pH of 5.5, an 
acceleration in agglomeration was observed at 580-min; for experiments conducted at a pH of 
6.5 an acceleration in agglomeration was observed at 300-min.  Alternatively, experiments 
conducted at a basic pH showed no such point of acceleration.  The agglomeration process for 
experiments with a pH above 7.0, as exhibited by the granulometric indices NT and lnv, 
progressed quasi-linearly from the time of initial particle gradation measurement until the end 
of the experimental period.  In addition, experiments conducted at an acidic pH show a larger 
magnitude of agglomeration during the 12-hour experimental period with the final PSDs 
representing only 10 to 20% of the original NT, as opposed to 60 to 70% for basic pH values. 
In a like manner, several conclusions can be made concerning mixing speed and 
flocculation in rainfall-runoff particles.  Increasing the velocity gradient in a system does 
increase the range over which fluid shear acts as a dominant collision mechanisms for 
collisions of similar size between smaller-sized particles; yet, the overall decrease in the total 
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number concentration of the system remains relatively unaffected.  Increasing the velocity 
gradient over the suggested limit of 50sec-1 did result in floc shearing at varying times during 
the experiment depending on the degree of velocity gradient.  By removing fluid shear as a 
viable particle collision mechanism, significant particle agglomeration occurred via Brownian 
diffusion and differential sedimentation collisions suggesting that the true value of mixing a 
system is in maintaining suspension of the gradation as opposed to promoting particle 
collisions via fluid shears.  Further, since high magnitudes have the tendency to promote floc 
shearing, maintaining the lowest G-value that suspends the majority of the suspension has the 
double bonus of being a cost-effective as well as highly effectual promotion of particle 
agglomeration.  This conclusion supports recent research concerning the effect of the G-value 
on the rate of flocculation for heterodisperse solutions suggesting that earlier work possibly 
overestimated the affect of the velocity gradient on the rate of agglomeration (Han and Lawler 
1992). 
Despite nearly a decade of agglomeration research, Smulochowski’s binary collision 
equation, in both classic and varyingly modified forms, remains the cornerstone by which all 
particle size distribution evolutions are described, despite difficulties in practical applicability.  
By solving several initial value solutions of the classic Smulochowski binary collision model 
for two similar datasets, the future direction for modeling efforts with respect to rainfall-
runoff agglomeration was suggested.  Foremost, the classic Smulochowski equation with 
collision efficiency correction does not adequately describe rainfall-runoff particle 
agglomeration.  The 19 January 2002 application of the model shows that the constant of 
integration determined for each particle size class does not remain stable over time.  Certain 
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expressions from the model are obviously lacking that adequately account for the changing 
physiochemistry of rainfall-runoff as the agglomeration process proceeds.   
By applying the 69-min calibration constant of integration distribution to several 
gradations from the 24 January 2002 rainfall-runoff sample, explanations for the model’s lack 
of fit are apparent.  The model tends to under predict particle number concentrations for 
particles less than 19.2-µm.  This lack of fit could be corrected by the addition of an explicit 
disaggregation term to the classic equation that addresses the fact that number concentrations 
of smaller-sized particles are higher in magnitude during agglomeration due to the shearing of 
larger-sized flocs.  Further, the model tends to over predict the number concentrations of 
particles larger than 19.2-µm, suggesting that these larger-sized particles are forming flocs of 
such a size that the velocity gradient is not sufficient to maintain their suspension.  Inclusion 
of an explicit sedimentation term could rectify this lack of fit. 
2.7.1 Implications and Future Work 
While the main ambition of this study was to provide a foundation for future efforts, 
several conclusions from these results can have direct application to standard rainfall-runoff 
quality treatment and handling.  Depending on the pH value of a particular rainfall-runoff 
matrix, runoff samples have a particular shelf-life before agglomeration occurs such that the 
measured particle gradation does not accurately describe the initial particle distribution in the 
sample.  Regardless of experimental pH, in nearly all of the datasets, agglomeration to some 
extent commenced at the start of mixing and was visible via granulometric indices after only 
60-min of mixing.  In order to present the most accurate particle size distribution of a rainfall-
runoff sample regardless of chemical signature, particle analysis of the sample should be done 
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as close as possible after capture of the matrix and initial mixing.  When such a timely 
analysis is not practical, as is often the case for rainfall-runoff samples taken from in-situ 
treatment schemes and capture sites, an initial particle size distribution reading should be 
completed within 300-min for basic samples and 200-min for acidic samples. 
Initial results suggest that the time where equilibrium or pseudo-equilibrium is reached 
occurs after 2000-min of continuous mixing.  From a practical significance, the majority of 
treatment schemes with residence times less than 1.5-days employing mixing to affect particle 
agglomeration will be acting as systems in disequilibrium.  In order to promote particle 
collision during this period of disequilibrium it is not necessary to mix the basin at any higher 
G-value than will maintain the suspension of the particle gradation.  In addition, care must be 
taken to avoid maintaining a G-value so high that floc shearing might occur.   
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2.9 NOTATION 
ADT:  Average daily traffic (vehicles/day); 
NR:  Reynolds’ number; 
RPD:  Relative Percent Difference; 
CV %:  Coefficient of Variance (%); 
dp:  Diameter of propeller (m); 
κ:  Kinematic viscosity (m2/s); 
r:  Revolutions per second; 
Κ:  Boltzmann’s constant (1.3805 x 10-23 J/K); 
T:  Absolute temperature (K); 
(Nij)p:  Rate of binary perikinetic collision; 
µ:  Dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2); 
di:  Diameter of particle i (m); 
dj:  Diameter of particle j (m); 
ni:  Volumetric concentration of particle i [particles/m3]; 
δ:  Fraction of particle collisions that result in stable aggregation; 
(Nij)o:  Rate of orthokinetic collision; 
G:  Mean fluid velocity gradient (s-1); 
dz
dv :  Fluid velocity gradient (s-1); 
ε:  Rate of energy dissipation; 
v:  Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
(Nij)d:  Rate of differential settling particle collision; 
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v(i):  Spherical volume of particle i, (m/s); 
v(j):  Spherical volume of particle j, (m/s); 
lnv:  Particle number volume mean size (µm); 
NT:  Total particle count in a gradation [particles/cm3]; 
lnv,i:  Particle number volume mean size for particle size class i (µm); 
Ni:  Number concentration for size class i [particles/cm3]; 
kij:  Energy produced by light-scattering of particles of size class i at ring j; 
Ei:  Measured energy distribution by the light-scattering particle analyzer; 
NA(aj):  Particle area distribution; 
ai:  The area distribution of the particle size class i; 
V(ai):  volumetric distribution for the particle gradation; 
ρs:  Specific gravity; 
ρp:  Particle density (g/cm3); 
ρl:  Mass density of fluid (kg/m3); 
V:  Particle volumetric concentration [cm3 particles/cm3 aqueous solution]; 
M:  Particle mass concentration [µg particles/cm3 aqueous solution]; 
α:  Empirical constant for a given particle gradation in the power law; 
β:  Power law exponent; 
R:  Cumulative particle number density function reference value (µm); 
SSC:  Suspended solids concentration [mg/L]; 
VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration [mg/L]; 
I:  Ionic strength (M); 
Cs:    Specific conductance (µS/cm); 
NR:  Reynold’s number (unitless); 
P:  Power requirement for mixing (W); 
PSD:  Particle size distribution; 
TVC:  Total volume concentration; 
d50n:  Median diameter of the total particle distribution as number concentration; 
d50m:  Median diameter of the total particle distribution as volume concentration; 
d90n:  Diameter representative of 90% of the particle distribution; 
:BRδ   Collision efficiency function for Brownian particle collision; 
:FSδ   Collision efficiency function for fluid shear particle collision; 
:DSδ   Collision efficiency function for differential sedimentation particle collision; 
λ:  Particle size ratio; 





CHAPTER 3.  EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF METAL PARTITIONING 
FROM A PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVED URBAN WATERSHED 
3.1 SUMMARY 
Partitioning impacts the transport, fate and in-situ treatment of anthropogenic metals 
generated in the urban watershed and transported in rainfall-runoff at the upper end of the 
urban watershed.  In this study temporal metal partitioning was evaluated for 9 discrete storm 
events across a pH range (5.5 to 9.0) for rainfall-runoff from a 544 m2 Portland cement 
concrete (PCC) paved urban Baton Rouge, LA watershed (tc ~ 10 minutes) subject to traffic 
loadings.  Results indicated that equilibrium between dissolved and particulate fractions of 
most anthropogenic metals occurred within minutes (generally less than 1 hour) from the time 
of runoff capture from the experimental watershed at the site mean pH value of 7.5.  
Partitioning results were compared to a similar land use watershed in urban Cincinnati, OH 
(300-m2 of asphalt pavement with a tc ~ 10 minutes) subject to traffic loadings to assess 
pavement material influence partitioning.  Despite similar rainfall pH levels at both sites 
higher runoff hardness from the Baton Rouge watershed appeared responsible for decreased 
partitioning equilibrium times compared to Cincinnati (6 to 12 hours).  Equilibrium 
particulate fractions for Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb at the Baton Rouge site were 0.64, 0.68, 0.63, and 
0.88 respectively (9 events) as compared to 0.04, 0.04, 0.29, and 0.73 for these metals at the 
Cincinnati site (5 events).  Kd values (L/kg) ranged from 103 to 105 for Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn, 
transported in rainfall-runoff at the Baton Rouge site as compared to 102 to 104 for these 
metals at the Cincinnati site.   
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 
Urban rainfall-runoff can contribute a variety of anthropogenic constituents to 
receiving waters.  These non-point sources are complex in their physiochemical 
characteristics and challenging to control and treat (Sansalone and Glenn 2000).  Interactions 
of vehicular traffic, hydrology and urban drainage with anthropogenic constructed 
environments in urban areas generate and deliver dissolved, complexed and particulate-bound 
metals to the receiving environment.  Factors such as climate characteristics, traffic indices, 
infrastructure material characteristics, and industrial processes are among the several 
influencers of urban rainfall-runoff metal pollution.  The extent of anthropogenic loadings can 
be significant; urban runoff can contain metals, solids and oxygen-demand loadings that rival 
the loadings from untreated municipal sewage effluent for a given urban area (Sartor and 
Boyd 1972, Klein et al 1974, Sansalone et al 1998).  
Research has suggested that the impacts of metals are a function of a metal’s 
geochemical form rather than its total concentration in receiving water (Koeppe 1981, Phipps 
1981).  Metals, unlike organic material, do not degrade in the environment.  This has 
important significance in terms of rainfall-runoff management, since control strategies for 
metals serve as only reservoirs for metals and must be operated and managed accordingly. 
In receiving waters subject to urban rainfall-runoff loadings the dissolved fraction of 
metals, namely cadmium (Cd), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb), copper (Cu), and nickel (Ni), pose acute 
and chronic toxic effects (Sansalone and Glenn 2000).  Metal solubility has frequently shown 
an inverse relationship to pH for several different particulate matrices (Kashem and Singh 
2001, McBride et al 1997, and Harter 1983).  The pH of urban rainfall-runoff runoff can 
range from 5.5 to 8.5 depending on precipitation characteristics and anthropogenic materials, 
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which in turn directly influences the partitioning and solid-phase distribution of metal 
elements (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997).  Because partitioning between dissolved, 
complexed and particulate phases determines the bioavailability, mobility, and treatment 
mechanism, understanding the nominal partitioning between the dissolved and particulate-
bound phases of metals in rainfall-runoff is of primary concern in designing rainfall-runoff 
control schemes. 
3.2.1 Motivation for Temporal Metal Partitioning Study 
While selected research studies have examined the temporal distribution of metal 
constituents throughout the passage of the rainfall-runoff event (Glenn et al 2001, Harrison et 
1985) the majority of studies present metal concentrations in terms of an event mean 
concentration (EMC) renders one value that is considered characteristic of the rainfall-runoff 
event for a given watershed, Barbosa and Hvitved-Jacobsen 1999, Wu et al 1998).  While the 
EMC convention retains its popularity due to simplicity and brevity, the EMC precludes 
information about temporal partitioning for a particular sample or samples throughout the 
passage of the event.  For in-situ control and treatment considerations pavement material may 
have an impact on the runoff pH and equilibrium portioning of metals.  Thus, for field sites 
exhibiting high pH values due to cementitious pavement, in-situ treatment can focus actively 
on physical separation of particle fractions and particulate-bound metals from rainfall-runoff 
provided dissolved metals are below discharge limits. 
The study of temporal partitioning of metals in urban runoff has a significant impact 
when considering design of both in-situ (tc < 1 hour) and centralized (tc > 1 hour) rainfall-
runoff treatment facilities.  In a study by Garnaud et al (1999), dissolved and particulate metal 
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ratios were evaluated for Cd, Cu, Pb, and Zn in runoff and various locations within the study 
catchment including the catchment outlet containing four suburbs and Le Marais district in 
the center of Paris, France.  Results demonstrated the tendency for each metal to partition 
towards the particulate-bound phase, mostly notably zinc (varying from 80 to 100% dissolved 
at the upper end of the watershed to 95% particulate-bound at the urban catchment outlet (site 
area 42 hectares), as surface water runoff moved from the point of sheet flow runoff to the 
catchment outlet (Garnaud et al 1999).  Ongoing experiments suggest that this partitioning 
continues in the sewer system and dissolved metal fractions decreases, assuming continued 
particulate entrainment, as surface water moves from the upper section of the urban watershed 
to the watershed outlet (Garnaud et al 1999).  Such knowledge of metal partitioning across a 
range of watershed residence times can have obvious impact on in-situ and centralized 
rainfall-runoff treatment design and optimization. 
3.3 OBJECTIVES 
Due to the relative lack of experimental data available for temporal metal partitioning 
in rainfall-runoff as a function of pH, the main goal of this research was to examine the 
temporal partitioning of metals between the dissolved and particulate phases as a function of 
rainfall-runoff pH.  The first objective of this research was to quantify equilibrium metal 
partitioning for Pb, Cu, Cd, Zn, Al, Ca, Mg and Fe.  The second objective, once equilibrium 
conditions were determined, was to investigate the impact of pH on metal partitioning.  Kd 
values for metals of concern are determined for the metals of concern under equilibrium 
conditions, and these values compared to published Kd values at another site in Cincinnati, 
Ohio.  A final objective was to determine the metal ion speciation for the equilibrium 
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dissolved concentrations of the metals of concern in order to aid in future determination of 
treatment removal schemes. 
3.4  BACKGROUND  
3.4.1 Metal Transport 
Dissolved metals in rainfall-runoff are generated from interaction between typically 
acidic rainfall, vehicular traffic, infrastructure and anthropogenic particulate matter.  For 
example pavement and tire abrasion introduces nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), lead 
(Pb) and zinc (Zn) into rainfall-runoff, leached from these abraded particles (Viklander 1998).  
Vehicular sources of metals includes chromium (Cr) from metal plating, crankshafts, and 
brake linings; lead (Pb) from leaded gasoline, motor oil, and metal transmission bearings; 
nickel (Ni) from brake linings; copper (Cu) from thrust bearings and brake lining; and 
cadmium (Cd) from diesel oil (Novotny and Chesters 1994, Glenn and Sansalone 2002).  In 
areas where de-icing salts are integral parts winter transportation land use management, 
sodium (Na) inputs to surface runoff can also contribute a significant portion of metal load 
(Sansalone and Glenn 2002).  Metal transport from urban rainfall-runoff is a complex process 
involving temporal inputs and mass loadings that can vary orders of magnitude in a single 
rainfall-runoff event.  In addition, the low alkalinity and low hardness associated with urban 
runoff from asphalt pavement surfaces can promote a mobile waste stream containing 
predominantly dissolved metal mass, in spite of near neutral pH values (Glenn et al 2001). 
Once dissolved metals are introduced and transported in urban runoff there exists a 
dynamic relationship between the dissolved, complexed and particulate phases as mediated by 
pavement residence time, hydrology, rainfall and runoff pH, hardness, the physical and 
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chemical characteristics and amount of particles entrained, and the concentrations of the metal 
(Sansalone and Buchberger 1997).  Partitioning is hysteretic where metal mass is continually 
transported to and from the dissolved and particulate phase as a function of changing 
chemical and physical environmental factors (Garnaud et al 1999).  Out of these chemical and 
physical parameters that influence metal partitioning the role of pH is of interest from the 
perspective that our anthropogenic environment and activities in such environments influence 
runoff pH.  For example the choice of cementitious pavement as compared to asphalt 
pavement may have a sufficiently significant influence on partitioning to influence the fate of 
metals and the selection of unit operations and processes.  Once metals are particulate-bound, 
urban runoff treatment can be theoretically approached by physical liquid-solid phase 
separation processes. 
Bioavailability has been widely recognized to be a function of geochemical factors.   It 
is generally acknowledged that pH, among the several metal partitioning factors, is the most 
important influencer of metal bioavailability (Reiuwerts et al 1998).  The importance of pH as 
a mediator of partitioning is throughout the literature including investigations concerning 
solubility and pH when soil horizons are the partitioning adsorbent of interest (Tyler 1978, 
Xiong and Lu 1993, Dudka et al 1996, Yoo and James 2002).  The relationship between metal 
solubility and pH stems partly from the competition of H+ and Al3+ ions for adsorption sites at 
low pH values, decreasing the amount of total metal adsorbed by solid particles (Reiuwerts et 
al 1998).  In addition, surface complexation of metals tends to decrease in increasingly acidic 
conditions.  Elliot et al (1986) observed that at lower pH values, organic ligands tended to 
complex H+ and Al3+ ions in preference to Cd available in solution.   
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3.4.2 Heavy Metal Partitioning Indices 
Several partitioning and metal indices are commonly utilized to characterize 
equilibrium metal partitioning.   For this study the total concentration of a metal is the sum of 
its dissolved and particulate concentrations of a metal ion, j.  The complexed and colloidally-
bound fraction generally less than 0.45 µm is considered part of the dissolved fraction. 
j,pj,dj,T CCC +=          (1) 
Cp,j in equation 1 is defined as the product of the mass of the constituent per mass of solid (Cs)  
and the mass concentration of adsorbing material in the aqueous system (m) measured in mass 
per aqueous volume.  This product is defined in equation 2. 
)m)(,C(,C jsjp =          (2) 
When the rates of sorption and de-sorption from the particulate phase to the dissolved phase 
are equal, the system is said to be in equilibrium.   
The partitioning of metals between the particulate and dissolved phases can be 
presented in terms of the partitioning coefficient.  The partitioning coefficient, Kd, is defined 





,K =           (3) 
Kd, is usually expressed in liters per kilogram [L/kg].  For dilute solutions, the partitioning 
coefficient represents the ratio of the concentration of particulate-bound metal element 
normalized to the total amount of particulate matter in solution to the concentration of 
dissolved metals in solution.  Thus, as compared to definitions such as the particulate fraction 
of a metal, fp, the partitioning coefficient accounts for the influence of the entrained solids 
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(commonly “suspended solids concentration, SSC”) concentration, on the equilibrium 
partitioning of the total metal present.  Substitution of equation 2 into equation 3 yields the 
definition of the dissolved fraction and the particulate fraction, two indices often used to 




















==         (5)  
3.4.3 Metal Bonding Preference 
When several metals of the same valence exist in an aqueous solution containing 
entrained particles, as is the case with urban rainfall-runoff, there exists the tendency for 
certain metals to be preferentially bonded to rainfall-runoff particles with respect to the other 
competitive metals.  Bonding theories exist based on concepts of electronegativity, 
electrostatics or chemistry (McBride 1994).  According to the covalency, chemicals with the 
highest electronegativity tend to form the strongest covalent bonds with O atoms on the 
mineral surface of a mineral absorbent, for example an iron or manganese oxide. (Bonder et al 
1996).  Electrostatics concepts of metal bonding preference indicate that divalent metals with 
the greatest charge-to-radius ratio will form the strongest bonds with the mineral adsorbent 
(Sparks 1995).  This bonding model is substantiated by the observation that the metal that 
constitutes an oxide in certain adsorbents can partially dictate the tendency of adsorption.  For 
instance, comparison of silica with alumina (>Si-OH and >Al-OH, respectively) show that 
chemisorption of metals is more favorable for alumina due to its smaller charge to radius 
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ratio.  Suggested bonding preferences based on the covalent, electrostatic and hydrolysis 
concepts are given below, respectively. 
Covalency:  Cu > Ni > Co > Pb > Cd > Zn > Mg > Sr 
Electrostatic:  Ni > Mg > Cu > Co > Zn > Cd > Sr > Pb 
Hydrolysis:  Pb > Cu > Zn > Co > Ni > Cd > Mn 
Individual selectivity observed in certain oxides, such as the preference of Mn oxides 
for chemisorption with Cu2+, Ni2+, and Pb2+ and silica for Pb2+ and Cu2+, suggests that neither 
the covalent nor electrostatic model adequately predicts bonding order autonomously.  
Further, because the metal-surface bonding reaction for metal adsorption is favored by the 
same metal characteristics that favor hydrolysis (i.e. high charge and small radius), another 
suggested metal bonding preference model is considered based on the tendency for metals to 
hydrolyze (Stumm and Morgan 1996)  
3.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.5.1 Experimental Field Site 
The experimental site, constructed in 2000, from which rainfall-runoff volumes were 
obtained is located at City Park Lake approximately 5 kilometers from Louisiana State 
University in urban Baton Rouge.  The experimental sampling point is located under a section 
of elevated highway (Interstate 10) that runs directly over City Park Lake.  The catchment for 
the site is a 544-m2 well-defined section of the elevated interstate, from the east bridge 
embankment to the first expansion joint moving in a westerly direction.  The average daily 
traffic (ADT) of the eastbound lanes on the Portland cement concrete (PCC) bridge deck, 
which encompass the site catchment basin, is approximately 70,400 vehicles per day.  Runoff 
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is carried via an 8-in (203.2-mm) cast iron storm effluent pipe and discharged to the 
experimental facility.  The drainage area is well-defined since there are open expansion joints 
located at the upper and lower end of the catchment and the sides of the bridge are concrete 
parapets approximately 1 m in height.   A grit chamber is followed by a settling basin and set 
of upflow filters at the experimental site.  A schematic of the site area in Baton Rouge over 
City Park Lake, an aerial view of the bridge deck, and a side view of the sampling grit 
chamber are given in figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.5.2 Sample Capture and Handling 
For a consistent protocol, samples collected for partitioning experiments were taken 
within the first five minutes of observed runoff at the inlet mouth of the grit chamber.  Higher 
concentrations (not mass) of metals and particulates are often associated with the initial period 
of rainfall-runoff, depending on deposition, climate and traffic parameters (Sansalone and 
Buchberger 1997).  Five liters of runoff volume were collected at the inlet mouth of the grit 
chamber in a ten-liter polypropylene sample container chosen for its ability to sample the 
entire cross-sectional area of flow.  The time of the start of rainfall-runoff event precipitation, 
first observable runoff at the grit chamber, and the collection of the 5-L volume were recorded 
at the time of collection. All rainfall-runoff volumes were transported and preserved in 
polypropylene carboys. 
Rainfall-runoff volume in the carboy was mixed and 1-L of homogenous sample was 
decanted into a polypropylene sample bottle for water quality characterization.  Upon 
reaching the laboratory, a 5-L volume of the representative rainfall-runoff sample was 
decanted into a mixing container on a stir plate.  A schematic of the experimental set-up is  
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Figure 3.1.  A.  Aerial schematic of the paved urban Baton Rouge catchment area (544-m2 of 
Portland concrete cement, PCC, pavement) (top).  B.  Experimental set-up of pressure filter, 





















Figure 3.2.  Plan and profile views of the urban paved Baton Rouge site located beneath the I-
10 bridge deck of City Park Lake.  Arrows indicate direction of rainfall-runoff flow (q).  
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given in figure 3.1.  The stir plate was set to the experimentally chosen mixing speed, and the 
sample pH was set to the target value by drop-wise addition of dilute trace-metal HNO3 
(0.02%).  Once back in the laboratory an initial 60-mL sample was collected using a wide-
bore syringe.  The tip of a standard 60-mL syringe was removed and the resulting aperture 
smoothed to a diameter of 650 µm.  This aperture size was chosen so that no part of the 
entrained particle gradation was restricted from the sampling process.  Phase fractionation 
was carried out through the use of a pressure filter and 0.45-µm acetate membrane filters. 
Travel time from the field site to the laboratory was approximately 10 to 20 minutes.  The 
dissolved fraction, comprised of the sample aqueous fraction as well as a portion of the 
colloidal matter, was defined as the portion of the aqueous sample that passes through a 0.45-
µm filter, in accordance with APHA standard method 3030-B (Characklis et al 1997, 
“Standard” 1995)  The particulate-bound fraction is determined from the particulate material 
separated on the membrane after filtration.   
After this initial sample fractionation, 60-mL volumes were collected using the 
modified syringe every 30-min for a 600-min period.  The mixing speed of the sample was 
kept constant throughout the course of the experiment.  Experimental mixing speeds were 
chosen to be in and slightly higher than the suggested range of Camp and Stein G-values by 
Metcalf and Eddy (1991), from 54.2 to 98.5-sec-1.  G-values were calculated based on Camp 




=           (6) 
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In equation 21, G is the mean velocity gradient (sec-1), P is the power requirement (W), µ is 
the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (N-s/m2), and V is the basin volume (m3).  For turbulent 
conditions, the power requirement is given by equation 7. 
53
l DnkP ρ=           (7) 
In equation 7, P is the power requirement of mixing (W), k is a constant dependant on the 
impeller geometry estimated from Metalf and Eddy (1991), D is the diameter of the impeller 
(stir bar) (m), n is the mixing speed (rev/s), and ρl is the mass density of liquid (kg/m3).  To 
confirm turbulent conditions for the experimental set up, the Reynold’s number based on the 







N           (8) 
For equation 8, NR is the Reynold’s number and all other terms are as previously defined. 
The pH value of solution was held constant through the continual drop-wise addition 
of dilute HNO3 and NaOH as required.  The pH value of the mixed 5-L sample did not change 
beyond a +/- 0.05 pH unit of the target pH value.  Arithmetic means of the resulting data were 
calculated, as well as relative percent different (RPD) for replicate measurements and the 
coefficient of variance percent (CV%) for triplicate measurements. 
After fractionation, the dissolved fraction was acidified using 5-mL of trace metal 
grade HNO3 to a total sample acid volumetric content of 10% to maintain a dissolved state for 
the metals in solution.  All particulate-bound fractionated samples were digested using hot-
plate acid digestion as outlined in APHA standard method 3030-E (“Standard” 1995).  This 
particulate hot-plate acid digestion procedure entails a two hour extraction using trace metal 
grade HNO3 and HCl at 150ºC for 1.5 hours, then increasing the temperature to 175ºC for the 
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last 0.5 hours of digestion.  Special care was taken to ensure samples did not vigorously boil 
during the digestion procedure.  In addition, temperature measurements were taken across the 
entire surface area of the hot plate to confirm an equal distribution of heat output to all 
glassware.  All metal concentrations were measured using an inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometer (ICP-MS-ELAN 9000 Perkin Elmer Analytical Instruments).  Blanks and 
standards using inorganic trace metal soil matrix were prepared for acid digestion batches and 
analyzed with experimental samples on the ICP-MS as a part of QA/QC requirements. 
3.5.3 Sample Summary Characteristics 
The 1-L composite sample retained in the sample bottle at the start of temporal 
experimentation was used to measure water quality and particle gradation characteristics. 
Total suspended solids concentration (SSC) and volatile suspended solids concentration 
(VSSC) were measured for each sample, according to APHA standard methods 2540-D and 
2540-E (“Standard” 1995).  The suspended solids characteristics of the experimental samples 
can have direct impact on the magnitude and temporal aspect of metal partitioning since 
rainfall-runoff particles act as the only mediators of phase fractionation.  Additional water 
quality characteristics measured for the experimental samples include total dissolved solids 
(TDS), conductivity, and ionic strength.  Conductivity and ionic strength are related through 
equation 9. 
I = (1.6 x 10-5) (C)         (9) 
In equation 9, I is ionic strength (M) and C is specific conductance (µS/cm) (Snoeyink and 
Jenkins 1995).  The TDS and conductivity of each sample was measured via direct probe 
measurement using a YSI 85 probe (standard method 2510 B, section 2-a), then ionic strength 
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subsequently determined (“Standard” 1995).  Hardness was calculated from the measured 
concentrations of Ca and Mg given by the ICP-MS.  An experimental mean concentration of 
Ca and Mg was determined and these values summed with the appropriate conversion factors 
to provide hardness in mg/L CaCO3 found in standard method 2340 B (“Standard” 1995). 
The particle size distribution (PSD) was measured for each sample.    A particle size 
distribution describes a sample with entrained particles of heterogeneous sizes through 
volume distribution of discrete particle ranges.  All PSDs for experimental samples were 
measured using a laser-diffraction particle analyzer, the LISST-100, manufactured by Sequoia 
Inc.  The particle analyzer functions by beaming a diode laser through the center of a sample 
chamber, illuminating particles.  The scattering of the laser, into several angles as it collides 
with the surface of particles in suspension, is detected by a focal plane consisting of 32 
logarithmically-spaced rings.  Thus, the particle analyzer records 32 logarithmically-spaced 
size increments, represented by a median diameter for the size increment, ranging from 1.00-
µm to 250.0-µm.  This particle size range is adequate to characterize the suspended fraction of 
entrained particles (typically <50-µm), as well as a portion of the settleable fraction (50-µm to 
250-µm) (Andral et al 1999).  Output from the particle analyzer is given in the form of 
equation 10. 
)d)(N()d(V iAii =          (10) 
In this expression V(di) is the volumetric distribution of the particle gradation [cm3 
particles/cm3 aqueous solution].  NAi is the area distribution of size increment i [cm2 particle 
surface area/cm3 aqueous solution] and ai is the median particle size for size increment i (cm).  
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3.5.4 Baton Rouge I-10 Experimental Site Characterization 
For the purposes of baseline comparison of metal characteristics of the temporal 
partitioning rainfall-runoff samples urban Baton Rouge I-10 experimental site characteristics 
are provided.  These event mean and site mean values were developed from a 2 year study 
whose goal was the development of the Baton Rouge 1-10 site signature from both a 
hydrological and water quality perspective.  Twelve rainfall-runoff events over the course of 
2001-2002 were characterized.  All rainfall-runoff samples presented in this paper, including 
site characterization and temporal partitioning samples were collected manually at the site, to 
avoid error associated with automated samplers.  Water quality analyses included alkalinity, 
conductivity, TDS, SSC, VSSC, redox potential, pH, turbidity, total and dissolved COD, and 
dissolved organic carbon (DOC).  Event mean concentrations (EMC) or event mean value 









EMC          (11) 
In equation 11, N denotes sample number, M(t) indicates total mass of the constituent, and 
V(t) denotes total volume of runoff for the particular rainfall-runoff event.  Total constituent 
mass and total volume of runoff was determined by summing incremental values for the 
constituent and mass and volume over the entirety of the rainfall-runoff event.  Once EMCs 
were determined for each rainfall-runoff event, these values were arithmetically averaged to 
provide site mean values for water quality characteristics investigated. 
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3.5.5 Control Experiment versus Rainfall-Runoff Matrix 
In order to assess the equilibrium nature of metal partitioning at the Baton Rouge site, 
results from two partitioning experiments were compared.  A rainfall-runoff sample was 
collected on 15 February 2003, and analyzed at a pH of 6.5, the results of which are given on 
the left-hand side of figure 3.7.  These results of this experiment were contrasted to an 
experiment conducted on 8 May 2003 with a control matrix of de-ionized water, rainfall-
runoff particulates and metal salts.   
The control matrix was developed by drying rainfall-runoff particulates from 5-L of 
rainfall-runoff collected at the 15 February 2003 event to a moisture content of 2% at a 
constant humidity of 20% in an controlled-temperature experimental hot room.  A portion of 
these dry solids was digested using the same acid digestion procedure as the rainfall-runoff 
experiments, in order to posses the chemical composition of absorbed metal elements prior to 
partitioning.  Measured amounts of certain metals, 100-µg/L Cu, 1000-µg/L Zn, 5-µg/L Cd, 
and 50-µg/L Pb, were added to the rainfall-runoff matrix as metal nitrates.  Standard metal 
partitioning observation was conducted on this sample, as outlined in the experimental 
method above. 
3.6 RESULTS 
A series of 9 temporal metal partitioning experiments were conducted.  Experimental 
hydrologic and fluid shear parameters for the 9 rainfall-runoff experiments analyzed are 
presented in table 3.1; summary water quality parameters are presented in table 3.2.  In 
addition to the 9 rainfall-runoff temporal partitioning experiments, a control experiment was 
carried out.  Site mean values for water quality characteristics for the urban Baton Rouge site  
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Table 3.1.  Summary of selected event hydrologic and laboratory experiment fluid mixing 
parameters for 9 rainfall-runoff event volumes collected at the urban paved Baton Rouge site 
(Portland concrete cement, PCC, catchment area of 544-m2).  Laboratory batch experiments 







(hours) (min) (rev/min) (W) (sec
-1)
24-Jan-02 68.0 1.0 123.0 4.4E+05 0.015 54.2
24-Sep-02 183.0 20.0 140.5 5.0E+05 0.022 66.2
20-Oct-02 238.0 52.0 161.9 5.8E+05 0.034 81.8
19-Jan-02 5.0 40.0 123.0 4.4E+05 0.015 54.2
15-Feb-03 137.0 9.0 161.9 5.8E+05 0.034 81.8
21-Aug-02 18.0 9.0 140.5 5.0E+05 0.022 66.2
26-Jun-02 237.0 19.0 140.5 5.0E+05 0.022 66.2
26-Mar-02 397.0 3.0 161.9 5.8E+05 0.034 81.8
19-Aug-02 48.0 9.0 140.5 4.4E+05 0.015 54.2
Mean 147.9 18.0 143.7 5.E+05 0.023 67.4
SD 129.0 17.3 15.4 6.E+04 0.008 12.0
RSD 87.2 96.3 10.7 11.9 35.2 17.8
Notes:
1.  PDH:  Previous dry hours
2. IPRT: Initial pavement residence time.
3. Impeller mixing speed.
4. NR:  Reynold's number.  See equation 8.
5. P:  Power requirement for mixing.  See equation 7.
6. G:  Fluid shear velocity gradient.  See equation 6.
7. V:  Volume of batch reactor = 5.0-L.
  Statistical Summary:  Metal Ion Partitioning Study
Event 
Selected Hydrologic and Experimental Fluid Mixing Parameters
 Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Ion Partitioning Study
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Table 3.2.  Summary of experimental mean water quality parameters for 9 rainfall-runoff 
event volumes utilized for laboratory batch experiments of temporal metal partitioning.  
Rainfall-runoff event volumes captured from urban paved Baton Rouge site (PCC catchment 
area of 544-m2). 
 
Ionic
pH  SSC1  VSSC2  TDS3 Conductivity Strength4 Hardness5
(s.u.) [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] (µS/cm) (M) [mg/L CaCO3]
24-Jan-02 5.5 675.0 175.2 366.9 573.3 0.0092 297.8
24-Sep-02 5.5 494.4 216.0 318.0 667.8 0.0107 239.3
20-Oct-02 6.0 924.8 619.2 786.0 786.6 0.0126 748.7
19-Jan-02 6.5 472.0 120.0 216.0 399.0 0.0064 165.9
15-Feb-03 6.5 304.4 140.0 445.8 925.3 0.0148 540.0
21-Aug-02 7.6 1357.6 440.4 182.2 392.8 0.0063 75.7
26-Jun-02 8.0 263.6 74.8 128.4 273.4 0.0044 78.4
26-Mar-02 8.5 154.0 85.2 174.4 365.8 0.0059 96.0
19-Aug-02 9.0 397.6 105.2 277.2 274.8 0.0044 83.0
Mean 7.0 560.4 219.6 321.7 517.6 0.0083 258.3
SD 1.3 377.3 186.7 201.5 233.3 0.0037 238.0
RSD (%) 18.6 67.3 85.0 62.6 45.1 45.1 92.1
Notes:
1. SSC:  Suspended solids concentration
2. VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration
3. TDS:  Total dissolved solids
4.  Ionic strength = [(1.6 x 10-5)(specific conductance (µS/cm)] (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1995).
5. Determined from dissolved arithmetic mean concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+
6.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement
Experimental Water Quality Summary Parameters
Event 
 Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Ion Partitioning Study
  Statistical Summary:  Metal Ion Partitioning Study
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are given in table 3.3.  For each metal partitioning sample, total metal concentrations, 
dissolved metal concentrations, particulate-bound concentrations, and phase fraction values 
for the 12 metals of interest at equilibrium are provided in tables 3.4 through 3.7, respectively.  
Results summarized in these tables show the partitioning indices for equilibrium conditions at 
the Baton Rouge site.  To ensure equilibrium conditions are presented, indices were calculated 
at 685-min from the start of observable runoff at the inlet mouth of the experimental site grit 
chamber for every rainfall-runoff volume in the dataset. 
3.6.1 Equilibrium Conditions of Metal Partitioning at the Baton Rouge I-10 Site 
Determining the equilibrium conditions or the extent of non-equilibrium, of temporal 
metal partitioning in rainfall-runoff at the upper reaches of the urban watershed has 
implications for sampling, sample holding time and accurate knowledge of temporal 
partitioning is important for selection and design of unit operations and processes.  For this 
study, the state of “operational” equilibrium is of interest.  Operational equilibrium refers to 
the state of metal partitioning whose relative instability (or disequilibrium) does not 
significantly affect treatment design.   
Temporal partitioning of metals transported from the PCC paved watershed at the 
Baton Rouge site was examined for a 21 August 2002 rainfall-runoff event.  Initial pavement 
residence time at the site was 9 minutes.  Partitioning experiments were conducted at the 
event pH of 7.5, a pH similar to the site mean pH of 7.1..  Partitioning results are presented in 
figures 3.3 through 3.5.  Metal fractionation was conducted every hour for the first 6-hours of 
sample mixing and at 6-hour increments for a total fractionation sampling time of 48-hours. 
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Table 3.3. Summary of site mean concentrations of selected water quality parameters for 12 
representative events captured from the urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment area 
of 544-m2). 
 
Site SSC2 VSSC3 TDS4 Turbidity pH Conductivity Ionic Strength5
Statistics1 [mg/L] [mg/L] [mg/L] (NTU) (s.u.) (µS/cm) (M)
Median 271.1 86.9 141.6 281.6 7.2 296.0 0.0047
Mean 275.5 87.9 145.2 252.6 7.1 303.3 0.0049
SD 137.9 58.4 144.5 157.7 0.3 298.7 0.0048
RSD 50 66.4 99.5 62.4 3.5 98.5 0.0016
1.  Site statistics for 12 rainfall-runoff events for the urban Baton Rouge site
2.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration
3.  VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration
4.  TDS:  Total dissolved solids
5.  Ionic strength = [(1.6 x 10-5)(specific conductance (µS/cm)] (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1995)
6.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement





Table 3.4.  Batch experiment equilibrium (t = 685-min) values of total metal concentration 
from 9 rainfall-runoff events.  These batch experiments were utilized to examine rainfall-
runoff metal partitioning.  Rainfall-runoff captured from the urban Baton Rouge site (paved 
PCC catchment area of 544-m2). 
 
Mg Al Ca Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Cd Pb
(m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z)
24 27 44 52 55 57 58 63 66 75 114 208
24-Jan-02 5.2E+3 6.9E+3 1.1E+5 87.4 322.3 1.3E+4 123.6 139.0 657.9 13.5 5.5 127.7
24-Sep-02 4.9E+3 6.0E+3 9.1E+4 224.7 430.0 2.4E+4 161.0 138.7 1.0E+3 17.8 3.4 129.3
20-Oct-02 1.4E+4 7.2E+3 2.6E+5 223.1 1.3E+3 3.6E+4 250.6 246.5 1.8E+3 24.3 6.0 109.0
19-Jan-02 4.7E+3 1.4E+4 7.2E+4 82.9 373.4 2.2E+4 221.3 186.5 705.0 9.4 9.1 163.1
15-Feb-02 1.2E+4 1.6E+4 2.4E+5 290.2 675.0 3.0E+4 230.6 216.2 1.5E+3 45.5 17.3 332.6
21-Aug-02 4.6E+3 6.3E+3 6.5E+4 296.5 723.2 2.8E+4 314.9 173.2 1.1E+3 52.1 3.9 188.5
26-Jun-02 2.0E+3 5.1E+3 4.2E+4 234.4 211.5 1.3E+4 137.2 91.5 440.6 17.1 2.7 53.1
26-Mar-02 3.3E+3 2.9E+3 5.2E+4 122.5 242.6 5.3E+3 89.6 74.6 382.1 14.8 2.1 64.8
19-Aug-02 2.1E+3 2.4E+3 4.2E+4 314.0 240.0 8.1E+3 97.0 70.1 477.9 28.4 2.3 43.7
Mean3 5.9E+3 7.4E+3 1.1E+5 69.7 505.8 2.0E+4 180.6 148.5 893.1 24.8 5.8 134.6
SD4 4.3E+3 4.7E+3 8.4E+4 86.2 361.5 1.0E+4 77.4 62.5 487.0 14.8 4.9 89.1
RSD (%)5 72.9 62.9 77.5 123.7 71.5 52.8 42.8 42.1 54.5 60.0 83.6 66.1
1.  pH manually held constant through the drop-wise addition of 0.02% HNO3
2.  Metal constituents presented as element: mass-to-charge ratio
3.  Mean:  arithmetic mean of the 9 rainfall-runoff volumes [µg/L]
4.  SD:  Standard deviation [µg/L].
5.  RSD:  Relative standard deviation in percent (%)
6.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement
 Total Metal Concentration, CT [µg/L] at 685-min:  dissolved + particulate
Statistical Summary of Total Metal Concentrations, CT
Event 
Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Partitioning Study
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Table 3.5.  Batch experiment equilibrium (t = 685-min) values of dissolved metal 
concentration from 9 rainfall-runoff events.  These batch experiments were utilized to 
examine rainfall-runoff metal partitioning.  Rainfall-runoff captured from urban Baton Rouge 
site (paved PCC catchment area of 544-m2). 
 
Mg Al Ca Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Cd Pb
(m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z)
24 27 44 52 55 57 58 63 66 75 114 208
24-Jan-02 4077.0 1690.0 1.0E+5 6.4 211.7 2265.9 35.0 83.5 423.7 2.4 4.7 47.9
24-Sep-02 3574.1 549.4 8.5E+4 6.6 276.3 8608.7 42.1 59.6 643.9 4.0 2.3 14.2
20-Oct-02 1.1E+4 286.1 2.5E+5 11.5 1074.1 1.8E+4 91.7 117.0 936.3 7.2 3.9 2.4
19-Jan-02 2167.2 691.7 6.4E+4 4.3 147.5 962.2 34.9 66.9 270.0 1.5 5.2 31.5
15-Feb-02 8441.4 511.8 2.2E+5 4.0 330.5 1723.8 40.0 64.3 553.7 2.8 9.1 17.0
21-Aug-02 893.3 213.9 2.9E+4 4.1 4.9 2287.0 14.7 18.9 58.3 2.6 1.0 1.0
26-Jun-02 745.2 343.4 2.8E+4 0.0 4.2 983.9 3.0 17.5 11.0 1.6 0.4 1.9
26-Mar-02 1703.4 100.7 3.2E+4 0.9 74.2 238.8 9.6 30.6 55.5 1.1 0.4 12.1
19-Aug-02 1092.2 254.1 3.0E+4 3.6 26.3 1479.3 10.7 26.4 43.1 1.8 0.7 1.9
Mean3 3741.1 515.7 9.4E+4 4.6 238.9 4102.9 31.3 53.8 332.8 2.8 3.1 14.4
SD4 3628.3 477.7 8.6E+4 3.4 335.2 5892.6 27.0 33.6 328.2 1.9 2.9 16.1
RSD (%)5 97.0 92.6 91.6 73.2 140.3 143.6 86.3 62.3 98.6 67.6 95.5 111.3
24-Jan-02 8.1 45.4 -4.3 36.0 42.2 66.3 -20.1 -25.5 30.1 35.3 -69.4 13.5
24-Sep-02 -4.4 -13.4 -11.8 28.9 49.0 20.7 14.7 7.5 38.6 -7.8 36.7 75.9
20-Oct-02 -16.4 113.2 -15.5 33.4 10.5 72.7 30.3 -2.7 29.3 4.8 12.2 -0.4
19-Jan-02 5.3 -71.7 8.4 -24.8 71.8 -68.6 -68.6 -42.7 -30.8 50.6 46.8 -70.8
15-Feb-02 45.1 418.4 19.1 55.5 46.2 109.5 22.8 26.3 114.4 -29.2 77.4 293.5
21-Aug-02 -1.5 7.3 5.8 -0.8 -87.8 14.4 -47.3 -38.7 -67.5 -24.8 -61.5 -51.9
26-Jun-02 -15.9 -50.9 -8.5 0.0 -88.8 -43.1 -81.6 -45.0 -77.5 28.1 -59.4 -67.3
26-Mar-02 2.2 -19.1 -12.3 -85.2 -36.1 -25.0 -35.2 -70.4 -61.5 20.1 -91.6 -48.4
19-Aug-02 -9.3 21.6 -8.1 -47.8 -65.2 -16.2 -41.8 -36.2 12.8 17.3 -56.8 -65.5
1.  pH manually held constant through the drop-wise addition of 0.02% HNO3
2.  Metal constituents presented as element: mass-to-charge ratio
3.  Mean:  arithmetic mean of the 9 rainfall-runoff volumes [µg/L]
4.  SD:  Standard deviation [µg/L]
5.  RSD:  Relative standard deviation in percent (%)
6.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement
Percent Change in Dissolved Metal Concentration, Cd, for 12-hr of Partitioning (%)
 Statistical Summary of Equilibrium Dissolved Metal Concentrations, Cd 
Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Partitioning Study




Table 3.6.  Batch experiment equilibrium (t = 685-min) values of dissolved metal 
concentration from 9 rainfall-runoff events.  These batch experiments were utilized to 
examine rainfall-runoff metal partitioning.  Rainfall-runoff captured from urban Baton Rouge 
site (paved PCC catchment area of 544-m2). 
 
Mg Al Ca Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Cd Pb
(m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z)
24 27 44 52 55 57 58 63 66 75 114 208
24-Jan-02 1083.4 5226.4 7286.0 80.9 110.6 1.1E+4 88.6 55.5 234.2 11.1 0.8 79.8
24-Sep-02 1350.4 5461.9 5572.0 218.1 153.7 1.5E+4 118.9 79.1 396.4 13.8 1.2 115.2
20-Oct-02 3031.1 6870.0 1.3E+4 211.6 260.1 1.7E+4 158.9 129.5 844.2 17.1 2.1 106.6
19-Jan-02 2527.5 1.3E+4 8182.7 78.5 225.9 2.2E+4 186.4 119.6 435.0 7.9 3.8 131.6
15-Feb-02 3880.8 1.6E+4 1.4E+4 286.2 344.5 2.8E+4 190.5 151.9 903.1 42.7 8.2 315.6
21-Aug-02 3662.3 6094.2 3.6E+4 292.4 718.3 2.5E+4 300.2 154.3 1038.2 49.5 2.8 187.5
26-Jun-02 1255.4 4761.9 1.4E+4 234.4 207.3 1.2E+4 134.2 73.9 429.6 15.5 2.3 51.1
26-Mar-02 1609.5 2824.2 2.1E+4 121.6 168.4 5086.6 80.0 44.1 326.6 13.7 1.6 52.7
19-Aug-02 1020.7 2107.3 1.2E+4 310.4 213.7 6645.6 86.3 43.7 434.8 26.7 1.7 41.8
Mean3 2157.9 6.9E+3 1.5E+4 66.5 266.9 1.6E+4 149.3 94.6 560.2 22.0 2.7 120.2
SD4 1137.2 4579 9286.7 86.2 181.9 8038.0 70.3 44.8 287.8 14.7 2.3 86.7
RSD (%)5 52.7 66.3 63.5 129.6 68.2 51.1 47.1 47.3 51.4 67.0 82.2 72.1
24-Jan-02 -47.0 -37.8 -73.0 35.3 -47.4 -23.3 -27.2 -40.0 -52.1 -50.1 -79.6 -21.7
24-Sep-02 -41.8 -18.8 -52.3 195.5 -39.6 -18.2 3.3 -14.9 -36.3 107.7 -32.3 -13.8
20-Oct-02 -1.4 4.8 -35.9 10.7 -14.7 0.3 21.5 8.9 -16.1 16.9 6.0 9.5
19-Jan-02 -10.5 -13.5 -34.0 -4.9 -17.4 -2.9 -5.7 -8.3 -24.7 -6.9 -67.6 0.6
15-Feb-02 -4.2 0.9 -63.3 20.5 -22.1 3.3 -7.6 -2.7 -26.3 -18.3 -22.5 -1.6
21-Aug-02 -23.8 -31.0 -26.6 44.7 -3.2 -17.0 10.8 11.5 16.7 116.7 12.0 16.1
26-Jun-02 -13.7 -6.5 -16.4 -1.7 -2.3 -9.9 -7.6 -10.5 -25.9 -25.1 -16.9 -22.9
26-Mar-02 -6.3 -21.1 -16.9 99.1 42.2 -9.9 118.6 -7.1 -5.5 -18.1 -52.2 -16.7
19-Aug-02 2.0 -16.0 27.1 94.6 71.7 16.8 28.1 -20.1 39.5 -62.6 -39.5 11.4
Notes
1.  pH manually held constant through the drop-wise addition of 0.02% HNO3
2.  Metal constituents presented as element: mass-to-charge ratio
3.  Mean:  arithmetic mean of the 9 rainfall-runoff volumes [µg/L]
4.  SD:  Standard deviation [µg/L]
5.  RSD:  Relative standard deviation in percent (%)
6.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement
Percent Change in Particulate-bound Metal Concentration, Cp, for 12-hr of Partitioning (%)
Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Partitioning Study
Statistical Summary of Equilibrium Particulate-bound Metal Concentrations, Cp 




Table 3.7.  Batch experiment mean values of dissolved fraction from 9 separate rainfall-runoff 
events.  These batch experiments were utilized to examine rainfall-runoff metal partitioning.  
Rainfall-runoff captured from urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment area of 544-
m2). 
 
Mg Al Ca Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn As Cd Pb
(m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z) (m/z)
24 27 44 52 55 57 58 63 66 75 114 208
24-Jan-02 0.79 0.25 0.93 0.07 0.66 0.17 0.28 0.60 0.65 0.18 0.85 0.38
24-Sep-02 0.72 0.02 0.94 0.03 0.65 0.36 0.24 0.43 0.62 0.24 0.66 0.11
20-Oct-02 0.76 0.04 0.93 0.05 0.80 0.52 0.36 0.47 0.51 0.30 0.65 0.02
19-Jan-02 0.46 0.05 0.89 0.05 0.40 0.04 0.16 0.36 0.38 0.16 0.01 0.19
15-Feb-03 0.69 0.03 0.94 0.02 0.49 0.06 0.18 0.30 0.39 0.12 0.53 0.05
21-Aug-02 0.19 0.03 0.43 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.04 0.13 0.07 0.01
26-Jun-02 0.37 0.07 0.66 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.19 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.04
26-Mar-02 0.52 0.03 0.61 0.01 0.31 0.05 0.11 0.41 0.15 0.08 0.21 0.19
19-Aug-02 0.52 0.12 0.72 0.02 0.11 0.18 0.11 0.38 0.09 0.06 0.29 0.04
Mean4 0.56 0.07 0.78 0.03 0.38 0.17 0.17 0.36 0.32 0.15 0.37 0.12
SD5 0.20 0.07 0.19 0.02 0.29 0.17 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.08 0.32 0.12
RSD6 35.9 99.8 23.8 77.1 76.6 96.0 64.8 41.1 78.5 50.4 86.2 103.8
1.  fd calculated from measured metal concentrations (Cd/CT)  (fp + fd) ≡ 1
2.  pH manually held constant through the drop-wise addition of 0.02% HNO3
3.  Metal constituents presented as element: mass-to-charge ratio
4.  Mean:  arithmetic mean of the 9 rainfall-runoff volumes [µg/L]
5.  SD:  Standard deviation [µg/L]
6.  RSD:  Relative standard deviation in percent (%)
7.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement
 Statistical Summary of Dissolved Metal Fraction, fd
Urban Baton Rouge Rainfall-Runoff Samples:  Metal Partitioning Study






























































































µ 1357.6 0.0063 392.8 277.1 75.7 21-Aug-02 
σ 
7.5 121.6 1.2E-04 4.5 4.8 66.2 2.9 
 
Figure 3.3.  Partitioning of Zn, Cu, Cd, and Pb at a solution pH of 7.5 (actual event pH) for a 
batch experiment utilizing rainfall-runoff from the 21 August 2002 event.  Symbols represent 
arithmetic mean of replicate samples and range bars represent standard deviation of replicate 
samples.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration TDS:  Total dissolved solids G:  velocity 
gradient.  Hardness represents the dissolved portion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations [µg/L] 


























































































µ 1357.6 0.0063 392.8 277.1 75.7 21-Aug-02 
σ 
7.5 121.6 1.2E-04 4.5 4.8 66.2 2.9 
 
Figure 3.4.  Partitioning of Mg, Al, Ca, and Cr at a solution pH of 7.5 (actual event pH) for a 
batch experiment utilizing rainfall-runoff from the 21 August 2002 event. Symbols represent 
arithmetic mean of replicate samples and range bars represent standard deviation of replicate 
samples.  SSC:  Suspended solids concentration, TDS:  Total dissolved solids, G:  velocity 
gradient.  Hardness represents the dissolved portion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations [g/L] 
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µ 1357.6 0.0063 392.8 277.1 75.7 21-Aug-02 
σ 
7.5 121.6 1.2E-04 4.5 4.8 66.2 2.9 
 
Figure 3.5.  Partitioning of Mn, Ni, Fe, and As at a solution pH of 7.5 (naturally-occurring pH 
for volume) for rainfall-runoff volume from the 21 August 2002 event from the paved urban 
Baton Rouge site.  Measurements are the arithmetic mean of replicates; error bars represent 
standard deviation.  Hardness represents the dissolved portion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ 
concentrations [µg/L] given as mg/L CaCO3. 
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Figures 3.3 through 3.5 illustrate several results.  First, despite a relatively short 
pavement residence time of 9 minutes and a site mean rainfall pH of 4.3, metals are 
predominantly particulate-bound as transported directly off the I-10 City Park Lake bridge 
deck either to the experimental site or directly into City Park Lake.  Even metals that are often 
predominantly dissolved in rainfall-runoff, such as Zn and Cd, strongly favor the particulate-
bound phase at the Baton Rouge site with experimental average fp values of 0.97 and 0.92.  
Further, Mg and Ca, metals that also can be predominately dissolved, have experimental 
average fp values of 0.79 and 0.55, respectively.  Second, as evidenced by the stable fd and fp 
trends for the 12 metals shown in figures 3.3 through 3.5, metal partitioning reaches 
equilibrium between dissolved and particulate phases rapidly and remains relatively constant 
for the 48 hours for all metals .  No major changes in partitioning gradients were observed.  A 
linear slope calculation was performed for fd and fp values of each metal partitioning value 
during the experimental period for all experiments (including the 21 August 2002 experiment) 
in order to assess the degree of stability of the dissolved and particulate-bound fractions.  In 
every case except Mn for the 26 March 2002 rainfall-runoff event, the linear slope between 
metal partitioning values did not exceed a magnitude of 10-3-min-1.  Only within the first 
several hundred minutes of the events do changes between fp and fd occur.  All such linear 
slopes are not statistically different from zero (p < 0.95). 
To further demonstrate the equilibrium metal partitioning conditions at the urban 
Baton Rouge site, Kd values were plotted as a function of time for four rainfall-runoff events 
to demonstrate the stability of the temporal Kd trend across a wide range of pH values and 
SSC in figure 3.6.  Because Kd is an equilibrium condition partitioning coefficient, a stable Kd 






































































24-Jan-02 µ 5.5 675.0 0.0092 573.3 366.9 54.2 297.8 21.4 
 σ  1.1 2.0E-5 1.2 0.6  57.1 0.1 
µ 304.4 0.0148 925.3 445.8 540.0 22.8 15-Feb-03 
σ 
6.5 
11.9 7.6E-3 0.9 4.5 
81.8 
44.8 0.1 
µ 1357.6 0.0063 392.8 277.1 75.7 26.2 21-Aug-02 
σ 
7.5 
121.6 1.2E-4 4.5 4.8 
66.2 
2.9 0.1 
µ 397.6 0.0044 274.8 128.0 83.0 29.1 19-Aug-02 
σ 
9.0 




Figure 3.6.  Trends in Kd [L/kg] values as a function of time for separate rainfall-runoff event 
volumes in batch experiment.  Symbols represent the mean of sample replicates and range 
bars represent standard deviation.  Hardness represents the dissolved concentration of Ca2+ 
and Mg2+ concentrations [µg/L] given as mg/L CaCO3.  SSC:  Suspended solids 
concentration, I:  Ionic strength, TDS:  Total dissolved solids, G:  velocity gradient, V: batch 
volume. 
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experimental time period.  Across the four rainfall-runoff events presented, 24 January 2002, 
15 February 2003, 26 June 2002, and 19 August 2002, Kd values are constant across the 12-hr 
sampling period.  Partitioning coefficient stability across this wide range of pH (5.5 – 9.0) and 
moderate range of SSC (263.6-mg/L to 675.0-mg/L) indicates that neither pH nor SSC had an 
appreciable influence on the degree of stability of partitioning conditions at the Baton Rouge 
I-10 site PCC paved catchment. 
3.6.2 Baton Rouge I-10 and Cincinnati I-75 Comparison 
A comparison of partitioning trends between two very similar transportation land use 
sites in Baton Rouge, LA and Cincinnati, OH was undertaken in order to compare the role of 
pavement material on the rate and extent of metal partitioning.  A comparison of site 
characteristics, as well as fd and fp trends for Cu, Pb, Zn, and Cd, is given in figure 3.7.  
The major difference between the urban Baton Rouge and Cincinnati sites is pavement 
material, Portland concrete cement (PCC) and asphalt pavement, respectively.  While there 
are differences in ADT these appear to mainly impact loadings at each site.  At both sites the 
interfacial surface that translates rainfall to runoff is pavement material.  Both catchments are 
totally paved and isolated from drainage outside the pavement areas.  Therefore the difference 
in pavement material has a significant impact on the nature of the aqueous chemistry and 
metal partitioning in runoff as well as the rate at which equilibrium is reached in each 
catchment.  When a pavement surface such as PCC (or asphalt) that is abraded by tire 
interaction and the abraded material comes into contact with acidic rainfall a high dissolved 
hardness concentration is generated and finely abraded cementitious material is generated and 























































CT = 207.1-µg/L CT = 328.2-µg/L
CT = 1298.2-µg/L
CT = 14740.5-µg/L 
CT = 15.9-µg/L
CT = 328.4-µg/L
CT = 20.4-µg/L 
CT = 50.8-µg/L 
 
Baton Rouge Site Characteristics Cincinnati 
4.3 (3.3 – 5.7)            4 Rainfall pH 4.1 (3.8 – 4.5)       5
7.1 (6.7 – 7.5)          12 Runoff pH 6.0 (5.6 – 6.4)       5
31.2 (8.2 – 63.5)        12 Alkalinity [mg/L-CaCO3] 26.0 (8.0 – 36.0)     8
255.5 (74.4 – 918.9)    12 Hardness [mg/L-CaCO3] 36.0 (13.4 – 55.6)    5
275.5 (102.3 – 526.4)    12 SSC [mg/L] 130.7 (28.6 – 258.6)   13
544 Catchment Area (m2) 300 
70,400 ADT (vehicles) 117,000 
PCC Catchment Surface Material Asphalt 
23.0 (3.0 – 85.0)       10 IPRT (min) 8.0 (3.0 – 14.0)      13
Experimental Conditions
81.8 G (sec-1) 54.2 
304.4 SSC [mg/L] 258.5 
6.5 (6.45 – 6.55) pH (s.u.) 6.5 (6.45 – 6.55)
540.1 (471.1 – 599.4) Hardness [mg/L-CaCO3] 283.7 (133.9 – 181.3)
 
Figure 3.7.  Comparison of Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb partitioning kinetics at the urban paved Baton 
Rouge site and the urban paved Cincinnati site.  Hardness represents the dissolved portion of 
Ca2+ and Mg2+ expressed as mg/L CaCO3.  ADT:  Average daily traffic (vehicles), PCC:  
Portland concrete cement, CT:  sum of particulate and dissolved fractions for batch kinetics.  
Symbols represent the mean of sample replicates and range bars represent standard deviations.   
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site, characteristically provide higher hardness concentrations, suggesting comparatively 
higher Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations in the runoff and higher pzc-pH values.  Thus the higher 
pH and hardness generated in large part by the PCC pavement at the Baton Rouge site 
promotes particulate-bound partitioning as well as comparatively rapid equilibrium towards 
the particulate-bound phase, in spite of the acidic nature of the precipitation.  At the Baton 
Rouge site, Cu and Pb had reached equilibrium between the dissolved and particulate 
fractions at a pH of 6.5 before the first phase fractionation was completed; while Zn and Cd 
were operationally in equilibrium within one hour of mixing at a pH of 6.5 (p < 0.95).   
For the metal trends presented in figure 3.7, dissolved fractions for Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn, 
and Cd are higher at the Cincinnati site as compared to the Baton Rouge site.  In addition to 
higher runoff hardness at the Baton Rouge site suspended solids concentrations (SSC) were 
also higher, resulting in a higher particulate-bound fraction for Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn.  
While Pb is conventionally associated with the particulate phase in the presence of 
rainfall-runoff particles, Zn and Cd can be predominately dissolved (Yousef 1985).  Thus, the 
dominance of the particulate-bound phase for these metals suggests the composition of the 
rainfall-runoff particles from the Baton Rouge site facilitates particulate-bound partitioning.  
Conversely, metal partitioning at the I-75 site favors the dissolved phase for Cd, Zn, and Cu 
with fd fractions between 0.6 to 0.9.  Pb is nearly equally particulate-bound and dissolved at 
the I-75 site, and largely particulate-bound at the Baton Rouge site.  Equilibrium times were 
longer for the Cincinnati site and equilibrium conditions were not met for Pb and Cu until 
between 12 and 24 hours of constant mixing (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997). 
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3.6.3 Control Experiment versus Rainfall-Runoff Matrix 
The results for Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb partitioning from this control experiment are 
summarized in figure 3.8.  Particle size distributions (PSD) were measured every hour 
throughout the course of the experiment to examine the influence of particle agglomeration on 
metal temporal partitioning, the results of which are given in figure 3.9 and discussed later in 
this section.  For Cu, Pb, Zn and Cd in the control experiment, there exists a partitioning trend 
from the dissolved phase to the particulate phase.  From the initial metal observation at time 
zero, all metals but Zn were primarily particulate-bound, a function of the metal composition 
of the 15 February 2003 solids utilized in the experiment.  Metal salts in solution partitioned 
to the particulate phase, over the duration of the experiment.  All four metals exhibited an 
initial accelerated period of partitioning in the first 40 to 80 minutes followed by a slower 
partitioning rate to the particulate-bound phase.  Both Cu and Pb are operationally in 
equilibrium after 80-min of partitioning (p < 0.95).  While Pb does show a steadily increasing 
fp value over the experimental time period, an increasing fp value from 0.95 to 1.0 will not 
practically influence rainfall-runoff treatment scheme design.  Zn and Cd, however, show a 
significant fp increase over the course of the experiment, and are thus not in equilibrium. 
When comparing the results of figures 3.8 to the left-hand side of figure 3.7 it is clear 
that the dissolved phase constituents not present in the control rainfall-runoff matrix, namely 
the dissolved organic matter (DOM), sulfates, bicarbonate and dissolved hardness (37.1-mg/L 
CaCO3 compared to 540.0-mg/L CaCO3) content have an obvious impact on the metal 
partitioning for Zn, Cu, Cd, and Pb.  First, all four metals of interest are operationally in 
equilibrium (p < 0.95) for the 15 February 2003 batch partitioning experiment, as is 
















































Batch Experimental Conditions:  mean and standard deviation 

















µ 0.0003 16.5 7.8 37.1 29.7 
σ 
6.5 500.0 

















CT 255.0  1669.7  21.5  207.0  
Cd 100.0 -86.1 1000.0 -39.6 5.0 -61.4 50.0 -69.5 
Cp 155.0 60.7 669.7 81.2 16.5 82.2 157.0 102.5 
 
Figure 3.8.  Control batch experiment examining metal partitioning from a D.I. water matrix 
spiked with metal nitrates and rainfall-runoff solids.  Metal and solids were spiked at typical 
concentration levels for the urban Baton Rouge site.  Symbols represent the mean of sample 
replicates and range bars represent standard deviations. Hardness determined from measured 
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Figure 3.9.  Particle size distribution (PSD) characteristics for control batch experiment 
comprised of < 100-µm dried 15 February 2003 solids and D.I. water.  Power law exponents, 
α and β, as well as granulometric indices of total number concentration, NT, number mean 
volume size, lnv, representative diameters of 90 and 50 percent of the gradation as particle 
number, d90n and d50n are presented.  Changes in these indices over time indicate particle 
agglomeration or floc break-up. 
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partitioning to the solid phase is reduced, however, for Zn, Cd, and Cu, due to metal 
complexation from dissolved ligands.  The Pb fp fraction is comparable in both experiments, 
beyond the equilibrium conditions visible in the 15 February 2003 experiment suggesting that 
Pb, for the particular competitive metal adsorption conditions in both experiments, is not as 
influenced by the dissolved constituents, namely dissolved organic matter (DOM) that 
influence the partitioning of Cu. 
3.6.4 Influence of pH and SSC on Equilibrium Partitioning 
In order to observe the relative influence of rainfall-runoff pH on temporal 
partitioning, fd and Kd values were plotted as a function of pH.  Equilibrium Kd values were 
determined from measured dissolved and particulate-bound fractions for all 9 temporal 
partitioning experiments for a time approaching the end of the 12 hour experiment (t = 685 
minutes) to ensure equilibrium partitioning conditions for the rainfall-runoff matrix at the 
Baton Rouge site.  In a like manner, fd values at t = 685 minutes were calculated from the 
corresponding Cd and CT values.  Results are plotted in Figure 3.10 and 3.11.   
Although both pH and rainfall-runoff SSC (which varied between sampled event 
rainfall-runoff events utilized in the experiments) influenced partitioning trends, Figure 3.10 
illustrates that high fd values have low Kd values for Mg, Ca, Mn, Cu, Zn, and Cd.  While in 
most bonding models based on an oxide surfaced coated adsorbent Cu is predicted to be 
primarily particulate-bound, that is often not the case in rainfall-runoff partitioning due to the 
amount of Cu complexation, due to the presence of certain humic substances, in the dissolved 
phase (Schnoor et al 1987).  Thus, Cu is categorized as a metal with a weak inverse 


































































Figure 3.10.  Equilibrium fd and Kd for selected metals in batch experiments of rainfall-runoff.  
Rainfall-runoff event volumes captured from urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment 
area of 544-m2).  Rainfall-runoff water quality data corresponding to each batch experiment 
pH can be found in Table 3.2.  The pH of 5.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 24 
January 2002 and 24 September 2002 event.  The pH of 6.0 water quality data are for the 20 
October 2002 event.  The pH of 6.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 19 January 
2002 and 15 February 2002.  The pH of 7.5 corresponds to the 21 August 2002 event.  The 
pH of 8.0 corresponds to the 26 June 2002 event.  The pH of 8.5 corresponds to the 26 March 
2002 event.  The pH of 9.0 corresponds to the 19 August 2002 event. 
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Figure 3.11.  Equilibrium (time = 685-min) Kd for selected metals in batch experiments of 
rainfall-runoff, plotted with the respective suspended solids concentrations for each batch 
experiment.  The pH of 5.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 24 January 2002 and 24 
September 2002 event.  The pH of 6.0 water quality data are for the 20 October 2002 event.  
The pH of 6.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 19 January 2002 and 15 February 
2002.  The pH of 7.5 corresponds to the 21 August 2002 event.  The pH of 8.0 corresponds to 
the 26 June 2002 event.  The pH of 8.5 corresponds to the 26 March 2002 event.  The pH of 
9.0 corresponds to the 19 August 2002 event. 
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partition to the particulate phase, conditions that favor a high fd would likewise promote a low 
Kd value.  With the exception of Zn and Mn at pH values of 7.5 and 8.0, Kd values remain 
between 102 to 104 L/kg.  In addition to the inverse relationship between fd and Kd, for these 
cationic metals, it would be expected that an increasing pH should result in a decreasing fd 
trend.  While in general the highest fd values occur at the lowest pH values, the lowest fd 
values do not occur at the highest pH values. 
Figure 3.11 illustrates the mean Kd results for each set of batch experiments along with 
the SSC for each rainfall-runoff batch experiment.  As expected, high SSC values in rainfall-
runoff (for example the large SSC of 1357.6 mg/L at a rainfall-runoff pH of 7.5 for the event 
collected on 21 August 2002), can influence the partitioning for the 6 metals presented in 
figure 3.10.   In contrast, the batch experiment for the rainfall-runoff volume collected on 20 
October 2002 and examined at a pH of 6.0, had the second highest SSC value in the dataset, 
924.8-mg/L.  While this SSC value is reflected in the Kd values in figure 3.10, Zn and Mn 
also had the high fd fraction for this rainfall-runoff volume.   
In addition to water quality and hydrologic conditions of the rainfall-runoff volumes 
for specific pH values, metal complexation may also provide a possible explanation for the 
increased operational dissolved fraction at higher pH levels.  In the specific case of Cd, 
adsorption mechanisms are important mechanisms controlling Cd partitioning, since 
concentrations of Cd in surface waters are typically lower than the solubility product of 
CdCO3. (Ksp = 1.0 x 10-7 at STP) (Schnoor et al 1987).  In a Cd speciation study of dissolved 
Cd species by adsorption onto activated sludge by Fristoe and Nelson (1983) the free Cd2+ ion 
dominated at pH values below 6, organic complexes with Cd dominated at pH values between 
6 to 8 and inorganic complexes dominated at pH values greater than 8.  In the fd plot of figure 
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3.10 lowest fd, and subsequently the highest Kd, values for Cd occur for the experimental pH 
solutions of 6.5, 7.5, and 8.0.  The fd and Kd values indicate that the dissolved fraction of Cd 
for this pH range is lower than both the highly acidic and highly basic pH values.  To a certain 
degree, the fd trends of the other metals shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11 mimic Cd in that there 
is a reduction of the dissolved content of these metals around the neutral pH, that 
consequently increases at a pH solution of either 8.0 or 8.5.   
Predicted aqueous phase speciation of Mg, Ca, Mn, Cu, Zn and Cd were examined and 
summarized in figure 3.12.  Typical site mean concentrations of the aforementioned metals 
including rainfall-runoff anions, cations and dissolved organic matter were input into the 
chemical speciation model MINTEQ-A2.  For each metal, the most significant aqueous 
species are presented in Figure 3.12, selected according to their percentage of the total 
component.   
Results summarized in figure 3.12, indicate that dissolved species of Mg, Ca, and Mn 
dominate the aqueous fraction across the entire pH range for site mean concentrations.  Thus, 
variations in the fd fraction of these metals may be due to the influence of pH on the 
competitive adsorptive interaction with entrained rainfall-runoff particles (measured as SSC). 
Speciation results are different for the other metals.  For Cu, complexation with CO32- and 
dissolved organic matter, DOM, may have a significant impact on partitioning behavior.  Cu 
has a strong affinity for complexation with DOM for the pH range of 6.0 to 7.0.  Other than 
complexation with DOM, the only other significant form of Cu from a pH of 7.0 and lower is 
the free ion, Cu2+.  From a pH solution of 8.0 and higher, the amount of carbonate complexed 
aqueous species comprises the most significant portion of the total concentration of Cu.  Once 
these fractions of the total aqueous metal concentration are complexed with carbonate, they  
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Mg 8334.9-µg/L [0.34-mM] Ca 3.5 x 104-µg/L [3.7-mM]
Mn 461.0-µg/L [0.0084-mM] Cu 134.1-µg/L [0.0021-mM]













[mg/L] 30.0 0.9 4.6 178.0 31.7 
[mM] 0.5 9.0E-3 0.075 1.9 1.7 6.9 92.6 428.0 0.001
Anions:  7.1E-3-molc/kg  Cations:  4.0E-3-molc/kg 
Ion Charge Balance:  27.9% 
 
Figure 3.12.  Aqueous phase equilibrium speciation for selected metals based on site mean 
concentrations of cations and anions, across rainfall-runoff pH range.  Rainfall-runoff water 
quality data utilized from urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment area of 544-m2).  
Equilibrium speciation determined using MINTEQ-A2.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement, 
DOC:  Dissolved organic carbon, I:  Ionic strength. 
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are rendered less likely to bond to rainfall-runoff particles, due to lack of charge.  Thus, the fd 
fractions of these ions increase as carbonate complexation increases.   
For both Zn and Cd, the free metal dominates aqueous speciation across the naturally-
occurring rainfall-runoff pH range, suggesting the characteristic mobility and reactivity of 
these metals.  Binding of these metals with anions in solution, such as SO42- and CO32-, 
become more significant at higher pH values (pH of 8 and above).  However, such 
complexation does not dominate the speciation to a significant degree; the predominance of fd 
fractions at the higher pH values are therefore due to the low solids concentrations associated 
with the rainfall-runoff collected for these particular partitioning experiments.   
Kd and fd trends for metals that are characterized by partitioning that is highly particulate-
bound in Baton Rouge urban rainfall-runoff, specifically Al, Fe, Pb, Ni, As, and Cr, are 
shown in figure 3.13.  These metals are characterized by fd values significantly lower than the 
metals summarized in figure 3.12.  With the exception of Fe, most fd values are at or below 
0.4 for all six metals across the pH range.  Similar fd values have been measured for Al and Pb 
at the Cincinnati site for a study comprised of 5 characterized rainfall-runoff events with 
respective fd values below 0.31 and 0.45 for all events (Sansalone and Buchberger 1997).  
Yousef et al (1984) found similar particulate-bound behavior for Pb and Cr with fd values at 
0.12, and 0.18, respectively.  In figure 3.13 these metals, other than Fe, are characterized by 
only slight changes in fd value across the pH range of the partitioning experiments.  The 
majority of Kd values for these metals across the pH range are between 104 and 105 L/kg, as 
one would expect considering the particulate-bound nature of these metals.  Kd trends and 
SSC values are given in figure 3.14 across the range of pH values.  In a similar manner to 































































Figure 3.13.  Equilibrium fd and Kd for selected metals in batch experiments of rainfall-runoff.  
Rainfall-runoff event volumes captured from urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment 
area of 544-m2).  Rainfall-runoff water quality data corresponding to each batch experiment 
pH can be found in Table 3.2.  The pH of 5.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 24 
January 2002 and 24 September 2002 event.  The pH of 6.0 water quality data are for the 20 
October 2002 event.  The pH of 6.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 19 January 
2002 and 15 February 2002.  The pH of 7.5 corresponds to the 21 August 2002 event.  The 
pH of 8.0 corresponds to the 26 June 2002 event.  The pH of 8.5 corresponds to the 26 March 
2002 event.  The pH of 9.0 corresponds to the 19 August 2002 event. 
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Figure 3.14.  Equilibrium (time = 685-min) Kd for selected metals in batch experiments of 
rainfall-runoff, plotted with the respective suspended solids concentrations for each batch 
experiment.  The pH of 5.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 24 January 2002 and 24 
September 2002 event.  The pH of 6.0 water quality data are for the 20 October 2002 event.  
The pH of 6.5 corresponds to the averaged values of the 19 January 2002 and 15 February 
2002.  The pH of 7.5 corresponds to the 21 August 2002 event.  The pH of 8.0 corresponds to 
the 26 June 2002 event.  The pH of 8.5 corresponds to the 26 March 2002 event.  The pH of 
9.0 corresponds to the 19 August 2002 event. 
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performed (pH of 5.5 and pH of 6.5) the arithmetic mean of SSC values and Kd values are 
shown.  Aqueous phase equilibrium speciation for Al, Fe, Pb, Ni, As, and Cr is given in figure 
3.15.  Over the pH range of the dataset, Ni and Cr are dominated by the free ion.  As varies 
before and after a pH of 7.0 between H2AsO-4 and HAsO4-2.  Al and Pb show an affinity for 
complexation with DOM in a like manner to Cu, for acidic pH values for Al and all pH values 
up to 8.0 for Pb.  Finally, Fe is dominated by hydroxide compounds; however, FeHPO4+ 
becomes significant at pH values of 8.5 and 9.0.  Figure 3.14 indicates that the Kd values are 
influenced by the SSC values for these metals.  A generally increasing Kd trend is observed as 
pH increases for the majority of these metals including the oxyanion, As. 
3.6.5 Particle Agglomeration and Metal Partitioning 
For rainfall-runoff at pH values less than neutral, significant particle agglomeration 
can occur for systems where the mixing regime of the rainfall-runoff volume maintains 
particle suspension over several hours.  By mixing the system, a distribution of particles 
greater than the conventional suspended and the fine settleable fractions was maintained in 
suspension, typical of gradations entrained in the rainfall-runoff water column.  In figure 3.16, 
two particle distributions are shown for the rainfall-runoff event of 15 February 2003.  An 
initial particle size distribution was measured from the completely mixed volume at the start 
of the partitioning study.  Figure 3.16 illustrates that while larger particles (> 80-µm) are 
maintained in suspension due to mixing, there are also a significant amount of smaller-sized 
particles (< 10-µm) in the mixed sample gradation as compared to the quiescent settling 
gradation.  In quiescent settling conditions, the particle collision mechanisms of differential 
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As 12.7-µg/L [1.7 x 10-4-mM]
Cr 109.7-µg/L [0.0021-mM]
 









[mg/L] 30.0 0.9 4.6 178.0 31.7 
[mM] 0.5 9.0E-3 0.075 1.9 1.7 6.9 92.6 428.0 0.001 
Anions:  7.1E-3-molc/kg  Cations:  4.0E-3-molc/kg 
Ion Charge Balance:  27.9% 
 
Figure 3.15.  Aqueous phase equilibrium speciation for selected metals based on site mean 
concentrations of cations and anions, across rainfall-runoff pH range.  Rainfall-runoff water 
quality data utilized from urban Baton Rouge site (paved PCC catchment area of 544-m2).  
Equilibrium speciation determined using MINTEQ-A2.  PCC:  Portland concrete cement, 
DOC:  Dissolved organic carbon, I:  Ionic strength. 
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60 Mixed Sample PSD
1-hr Quiescent 
Settling PSD
lnv (µm) 2.7 3.7
d50n  (µm) 1.4 1.4
d90n  (µm) 2.1 3
TVC  (µm) 649.6 267.8
NT [cm
-3] 6.61 x 107 1.01 x 107




% finer by mass
Quiescent Settling 
% finer by mass
   
Figure 3.16.  Sample particle size distribution, PSD, and PSD of the suspended gradation for 
rainfall-runoff volume collected for partitioning study on 15 February 2003.  Both PSD 
determined from laser diffraction particle analysis. PSD entrained due to mixing measured 50-
min after the start of sample mixing (G = 81.8-sec-1) for partitioning study; suspended PSD 
measured from the center of an Imhoff cone after 1-hr of quiescent settling (SM: 2540F).   
lnv:  mean number volume size (µm), d50n:  median particle diameter based on particle 
number (µm), d90n:  particle diameter representing 90 percent of the particle gradation based 
on number (µm), TVC: total volume concentration [µL/L], NT:  total number concentration 
[cm-3]. 
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increasing their particle size and sedimentation.  A mixing regime would therefore allows for 
an increased amount of metal partitioning to entrained particles for both the suspended 
fraction as well as the settleable fraction. 
In order to assess the influence of particle agglomeration on metal partitioning of an 
acidic rainfall-runoff volume, several particle size distributions were measured for the control 
experiment (partitioning presented in figure 3.8).  The results of the particle evolution for the 
distribution in the control matrix are given in figure 3.9.  From the volume concentration 
distributions shown in the top plot, results indicate the total volume of particles increases over 
time.   Such an increase in the total volume of the distribution over time is an indication of 
particle agglomeration. 
The particle gradation increases in volume until 300 minutes where the volume 
concentration distribution of the gradation remains relatively stable for the remainder of the 
partitioning experiment.  An increase of smaller-size particles (< 10-µm) as well as larger 
particles indicates that both agglomeration and particle break-up are occurring for this sample.  
The α value of the power law increases over time, indicating that the total number 
concentration increases over time.  It has been shown that the majority of the total number 
concentration is associated with particles of size 5-µm or less (Blazier and Sansalone 2003).   
While the intention was to entrain much of the rainfall-runoff particle gradation, floc break-
up, due to the high G-value of 98.5-sec-1, caused an increase in smaller-sized particles for this 
particular experiment.   
Particle breakup is further illustrated by NT, lnv, d90n, and d50n trends.  The total particle 
counts increase over time, due to the introduction of new particles into the system via particle 
disaggregation.  Subsequently, the representative diameters at 50% and 90% of the total 
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number gradation decrease as a function of time.  The number mean volume size, lnv, a 
representative particle size index normalized to both particle number and volume, also 
decreases over time. 
Alternatively, for the rainfall-runoff volume collected on 24 September 2002, 
maintained at an acidic pH value, particle gradation indices indicate that particle 
agglomeration occurs over the course of the experimental period.  Noting the change in scale 
of the top plot in figure 3.17, the volume concentration distribution of the 24 September 2002 
particle gradation increases over the experimental period by a factor of 4.  Over time there is a 
decrease in small-sized particles, and an increase in larger-sized particles due to particle 
agglomeration.  The actuality of particle agglomeration is further noted in the decrease of α, 
β, and NT and the increase in lnv, d90n, and d50n. 
In figure 3.18, the partitioning results from the 24 September 2002 rainfall-runoff 
event are presented.  In contrast to the dominance of the particle-bound phase for Zn, Cd, Cu 
and Pb in the control experiment (figure 3.8), Zn and Cd are more equally partitioned between 
the dissolved and particulate phases for the 24 September 2002 event.  Further, Cu is 
significantly less particulate bound in the 24 September 2002 event at equilibrium than the 
control experiment.  While these partitioning trends are due to the pH difference between the 
experiments as well as the absence of complexing agents in the control experiment matrix 
(such as CaCO3 and DOM), the temporal change in partitioning fractions suggests that the 
changing particle structure due to agglomeration may play a part in mediating partitioning in a 
fully mixed system.  As primary particles combine to form larger floc structures, the total 
specific surface area for a gradation decreases over time potentially resulting in a slower  
partitioning to the particulate-bound phase, as is apparent in the 24 September 2002 event.  In  
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µ 494.4 0.0107 667.8 318.0 239.3 24-Sep-02 
σ 
5.5 65.2 2.1E-05 0.8 0.8 66.2 8.8 
 
Figure 3.17. Particle size distribution (PSD) characteristics for the rainfall-runoff volume 
collected on 24 September 2002 used for metal partitioning study (results provided in figure 
3.18).  Power law exponents, α and β, as well as granulometric indices total number 
concentration, NT, number mean volume size, lnv, representative diameters of 90 and 50 


































































µ 494.4 0.0107 667.8 318.0 239.3 24-Sep-02 
σ 
5.5 65.2 2.1E-05 0.8 0.8 66.2 8.8 
 
Figure 3.18.  Partitioning of Zn, Cu, Cd, and Pb at a solution pH of 5.5 for rainfall-runoff 
volume from the 24 September 2002 event from the paved urban Baton Rouge site.  
Measurements are the arithmetic mean of replicates; error bars represent standard deviation.  
Hardness represents the dissolved portion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations [µg/L] given as 
mg/L CaCO3. 
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contrast, for the control experiment, floc breakup plays a role in causing partitioning of Zn, 
Cd, and Cu gradually to the particulate-bound phase with time, as more particle-metal 
interaction sites are created due to floc breakup. 
3.6.6 Metal Bonding Preference 
Table 3.8 gives the bonding order preference of the 12 observed metals for each 
rainfall-runoff sample collected during the course of the study period as determined by the Kd 
value for each experiment.  Bonding order sequence is fairly consistent for each rainfall-
runoff event at the urban Baton Rouge site, in that Al, Fe, Pb, Ni, As, and Cr generally bond 
to rainfall-runoff particles to a greater extent than Mg, Ca, Mn, Cu, Zn, and Cd.  While pH 
has an influence on the degree to which the metals are dissolved or particulate-bound phase, 
pH appears to have little affect on the bonding order of the metals.  Of the three bonding 
preference theories, the hydrolysis theory is the best predictor of metal bonding preference in 
rainfall-runoff metal partitioning.  The applicability of this model suggests that the chemical 
characteristics that best promote chemisorption for metals onto rainfall-runoff particles are 
high charge, small radius, and degree of polarizability.  The location of Ni in the bonding 
order, however, is predicted to be lower in the bonding order sequence in each of the bonding 
theories than is observed in the rainfall-runoff samples.   
The numerical model MINTEQ-A2 was used to predict the aqueous speciation of 
rainfall-runoff solution with Mg, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb in both equimolar concentrations as 
well as the Baton Rouge I-10 site mean concentrations for these metals.  Results are presented 
in table 3.9.  The motivation for this investigation stems from the fact that the metal bonding 
order models are based on equimolar concentrations of metals in solution.  Therefore, the  
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Table 3.8.  Batch experiment partitioning order for 9 rainfall-runoff events.  The higher the 
metal is in the sequence the larger is the particulate-bound fraction  
(fp = 1-fd).  Observed bonding order was compared to metal bonding order theories.  Rainfall-












1.  Metal ion bonding preference determined from the arithmetic mean Kd for each storm event.
2.  McBride 1994
3.  Partitioning order determination made at 685-min
Cr > Al > Fe > As > Ni > Zn > Pb > Cd > Mn > Cu > Mg > Ca
Pb > Cr > Fe > As > Al > Ni > Cd > Cu > Zn > Mn > Mg > Ca
Hydrolysis Theory2 Pb > Cu > Zn > Co > Ni > Cd > Mn
Mn > Pb > Cr > Al > Zn > Ni > Cd > Fe > Cu > As > Mg > Ca
Mn > Ni > Zn > Pb > Cr > Al > Fe > As > Cd > Cu > Mg > Ca
Pb > Al > Cr > As > Ni > Cu > Fe > Zn > Cd > Mg > Mn > Ca
Cr > Al > Pb > As > Ni > Fe > Cu > Zn > Mn > Cd > Mg > Ca
Fe > Al > Cr > Ni > As > Pb > Cu > Zn > Mn > Mg > Cd > Ca
Cr > Al > Pb > Fe > As > Ni > Cu > Zn > Mn > Cd > Mg > Ca
Electrostatic Theory2 Ni > Mg > Cu > Co > Zn > Cd > Sr > Pb
Event pH Metal Ion Bonding Preference1
Equilibrium Bonding Order Sequences for each Rainfall-Runoff Batch Experiment
Cr > Pb > As > Zn > Al > Mn > Ni > Fe > Cd > Cu > Mg > Ca
Metal Bonding Order Theories -- Chemisorption on Oxides




Table 3.9.  Aqueous metal partitioning output from MINTEQ-A2 for a rainfall-runoff solution 
containing site mean concentrations determined from a 4 storm study at the urban Baton 
Rouge site and equimolal concentrations of Mg, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd and Pb (0.1-mM) for site 
mean dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration and pH. 
 
Mg+2 85.5 Ni+2 79.0 CuDOM 42.7 Zn+2 77.7 Cd+2 76.5 PbDOM 58.8
MgSO4 13.9 NiSO4 14.1 Cu
+2 26.6 ZnSO4 15.2 CdSO4 16.0 Pb
+2 18.4
NiHCO3
+ 3.2 CuCO3 18.6 ZnDOM 5.0 CdCl
+ 3.7 PbSO4 8.0
NiDOM 3.2 CuOH+ 6.0 CdDOM 3.1 PbCO3 6.5
CuSO4 5.4 PbHCO3
+ 4.5
Mg+2 93.4 Ni+2 88.1 CuCO3 40.9 Zn
+2 91.1 Cd+2 93.4 PbDOM 34.2
MgHPO4 3.1 NiSO4 2.4 Cu
+2 29.2 ZnSO4 2.7 CdSO4 3.0 Pb
+2 26.7
MgSO4 2.3 NiHCO3
+ 2.4 CuDOM 18.7 ZnDOM 2.3 CdDOM 1.5 PbCO3 19.1






1.  DOC = 92.58-mg/L (SMV), pH = 7.2, Alkalinity = 45.9-mg/L as CaCO3, 
     Redox = 428.0-mV, T = 25 C.
2.  Top five major aqueous components listed, > 95% of total component.
Cations:  2.0 x 10-3-molc/kg  Anions:  2.1 x 10-3-molc/kg  Charge Balance: 0.6%
Mg
921.0-µg/L 30.0-µg/L 114.8-µg/L
Input Values for MINTEQA2:  Site Mean Concentrations 
Aqueous Speciation for Equimolar Cationic Concentration (0.1-mM)
Ni Cu
% of Total Component1,2
Zn
Aqueous Speciation for Site Mean Concentrations--% of Total Component1,2
Cd Pb
8335.0-µg/L 121.9-µg/L 134.1-µg/L
Cations:  7.1 x 10-3-molc/kg  Anions:  4.0 x 10-3-molc/kg  Charge Balance:  27.9%
3.4 x 10-1-mM 2.1 x 10-3-mM 2.1 x 10-3-mM 1.4 x 10-3-mM 2.7 x 10-4-mM 5.5 x 10-4-mM
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speciation of equimolar and site mean concentrations of metals at identical water quality 
conditions were evaluated to determine the influence of competitive adsorption conditions on 
the applicability of bonding order models..  When comparing the speciation of equimolar and 
site mean concentrations, the relative proportions of metal species are similar for all metals 
except Cu.  In the specific case of Cu, dissolved organic matter complexed with Cu (CuDOM) 
is the predominant species at 42.7% as compared to CuCO3 at 40.9% for the equimolar 
bonding conditions.  Other than Cu and Pb, the free ion dominates speciation for the metals 
presented in table 3.9 in both site mean and equimolar concentration. 
A similar applicability for the hydrolysis theory of metal bonding preference was 
found for metal partitioning in rainfall-runoff matrices collected at the I-75 Cincinnati site, 
although Cd bonded preferentially before Zn according to Kd value (Glenn et al 2001). 
3.7 CONCLUSIONS  
Metal partitioning is a dynamic process that is the function of influencing factors that 
include the complex and typically stochastic characteristics of rainfall-runoff.  The physical 
and chemical characteristics are a function of infrastructure material and design 
characteristics, weather patterns, local industrial processes, and traffic.  Through the 
investigation of metal partitioning as a function of time, the state of equilibrium or 
disequilibrium can be established, and its practical impact on rainfall-runoff unit operation 
design can be examined.   
In a series of temporal partitioning experiments, where rainfall-runoff was collected 
from the Baton Rouge I-10 experimental site and metal species distributions monitored over a 
12 – 48 hour period, equilibrium partitioning conditions were confirmed for neutral pH 
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rainfall-runoff volumes by functional steady fd, fp and Kd trends.  Such a determination will 
have significant future impact on treatment development as well as research operations.   
Further, through a comparison of Baton Rouge metal partitioning and metal 
partitioning data collected at a site in Cincinnati, Ohio equilibrium and disequilibrium 
partitioning conditions were evaluated for sites similar in characteristic save roadway 
material.  Whereas practical partitioning equilibrium is realized in a matter of hours or less at 
the Baton Rouge site, partitioning disequilibrium was observed in certain metals at the 
Cincinnati site, specifically Pb and Cu.  In addition, whereas metals in rainfall-runoff solution 
at a neutral pH at the Baton Rouge site are mainly particulate-bound, all metals except Pb 
were mainly distributed in the aqueous fraction of rainfall-runoff in Cincinnati.   
In evaluating the site characteristics of both the Baton Rouge and Cincinnati sites, the 
major difference is roadway material.  Due to the nature of the rainfall-runoff solids 
characteristic of abraded Portland cement concrete, an average site hardness 7 times larger 
than that typically found at the Cincinnati site is rendered in Baton Rouge rainfall-runoff.  The 
elevated amounts of Ca2+ and Mg2+, both in the dissolved and particulate-bound phases in 
Baton Rouge rainfall-runoff influence metal partitioning to the particulate bound phase as 
well as accelerating the time to equilibrium as compared to the Cincinnati site.   
In evaluating the relative influence of pH on the metal partitioning of rainfall-runoff, 
the metal species distribution of several rainfall-runoff samples was monitored over a 12-hr 
period.  It was observed that metals that are not specifically dissolved nor particulate bound 
characteristically in rainfall-runoff, such as Zn, Cd, Cu, and Mn, and primarily dissolved 
metals, such as Mg and Ca, are influenced to a greater extent by the pH of the rainfall-runoff 
solution than particulate-bound metals such as Pb, Fe, Al, Ni, As and Cr.  For primarily 
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dissolved metals like Mg, Ca, and Mn, the free metal dominates the aqueous phase across the 
pH range.  Therefore, increases in the fd values for these metals at higher pH values are due to 
the water quality and hydrologic conditions of these rainfall-runoff events.  Because the 
particulate-bound metals partition to the solid phase to such a large degree regardless of the 
pH of solution, often having fp values close to 1.0 at the time of sample collection, these 
metals partition to a greater degree as a function of SSC.   
3.7.1 Implications and Future Research 
The state of equilibrium conditions in metal partitioning has a significant impact on 
sample handling and unit operation design.  For catchment basins made from PCC, once 
rainfall-runoff samples are collected throughout the course of a rainfall-runoff event, metal 
partitioning equilibrium conditions will be realized by the time the samples can be transported 
back to the analysis facility and metal fractionation procedures can be accomplished.  Thus, 
the temporal aspect which accompanies the need for accurate water quality assessments for 
most parameters need not be a concern for the geochemical phases of such rainfall-runoff, 
allowing researchers to focus on those more time sensitive water quality measurements upon 
arrival at the laboratory.  Furthermore, in the design of unit operations in rainfall-runoff 
treatment and mitigation schemes that include the design element of residence time, such as 
grit chamber, sedimentation basin, detention chambers and so forth, the impact of runoff 
holding time on the relative dissolved and particulate-bound fractions of metals need not be a 
concern. 
Perhaps the most substantial observation that can be made from this study relates to 
the influence of roadway and catchment material on the chemical nature of rainfall-runoff.  
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Runoff resulting from precipitation interaction with a PCC roadway produces a metal phase 
distribution characteristic of equilibrium partitioning conditions where the majority of the 
total metal component is in the solid phase.  Metals in the particulate-bound phase are 
significantly less bioavailable to flora and fauna.  Furthermore, the natural partitioning of 
metals to the particulate-bound phase aids in focusing rainfall-runoff treatment on the easier 
and more economical physical solid separation techniques as compared to chemical 
treatments such as adsorption and filtration.  In evaluating the relationship of pH to 
equilibrium partitioning, the pH solution that best promotes partitioning to the particulate-
bound phase for the 9 rainfall-runoff samples characterized is the natural pH of PCC paved 
catchment rainfall-runoff runoff, anywhere from 6.5 to 8.0 for those metals that are neither 
characteristically dissolved nor particulate-bound.  Thus, a catchment basin paved in PCC 
contributes both dissolved constituents and particulate matter that render a rainfall-runoff 
stream that is best-suited to metal containment and collection. 
Due to the relative singularity of this study in the field of rainfall-runoff treatment, 
there several future avenues of research suggested by findings in this study.  These areas 
include the impact of changing redox conditions on the equilibrium conditions of metal 
partitioning, particularly for rainfall-runoff facilities that have a tendency to cycle between 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions.  Also, in light of the influence of dissolved hardness and 
DOM on the degree of solid phase partitioning, the influence of changing dissolved hardness 
concentrations that occur due to stochastic pavement residence times between rainfall-runoff 
events on equilibrium partitioning kinetics is an obvious subsequent research area. 
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PDH:  Previous Dry Hours 
ADT:  Average daily traffic (vehicles/day); 
NR:  Reynolds’ number; 
RPD:  Relative Percent Difference; 
CV %:  Coefficient of Variance (%); 
EMC:  Event Mean Concentration [mg/L]; 
EMV:  Event Mean Value; 
IPRT:  Initial Pavement Residence Time (min); 
CT:  Total metal component concentration [µg/L]; 
Cd:  Dissolved metal component concentration [µg/L]; 
Cp:  Particulate-bound metal component concentration [µg/L]; 
Kd:  Metal partitioning coefficient [L/kg]; 
fd;  Dissolved metal fraction; 
fp:  Particulate-bound metal fraction; 
Cs:  product of metal concentration on solid phase; 
PCC:  Portland concrete cement; 
SSC:  Suspended solids concentration [mg/L]; 
VSSC:  Volatile suspended solids concentration [mg/L]; 
TDS:  Total dissolved solids [mg/L]; 
C:  Specific conductance [µS/cm]; 
PSD:  particle size distribution; 
NA(aj):  Particle area distribution; 
ai:  The area distribution of the particle size class i; 
V(ai):  volumetric distribution for the particle gradation; 
SMV:  Field site mean value; 
SMC:  Field site mean concentration [mg/L]; 
COD:  Chemical oxygen demand [mg/L]; 
DOC:  Dissolved organic carbon [mg/L CaCO3]; 
M(t):  Total mass of constituent for EMC calculation (mg); 
V(t):  Total volume of runoff flow during a rainfall-runoff event (L); 
P:  Power requirement for mixing (W); 
G:  Mean velocity gradient (sec-1); 






CHAPTER 4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Rainfall-runoff pollution, in response to increased urban development in the past 
century, has become a complex water quality characterization and treatment issue due to both 
the intricacy of its physiochemical signature and unique design constraints not before 
encountered in traditional waste management fields.  When acidic rainwater interacts with 
vehicular traffic and roadway material, both abraded solid material and dissolved metals are 
transported via runoff.  Rainfall-runoff is pervasive in the urban continuum influenced by 
such unpredictable variables as traffic flux and precipitation volume, intensity, and frequency 
(Sansalone et al 1998).  Furthermore, influencers for whom relative pollutant contribution is 
predictable, such as watershed geometry and roadway material, are largely beyond the 
capability of the environmental engineer to alter or influence (Han and Lawler 1992).   
Thus far, the main focus of rainfall-runoff research has been the thorough and 
extensive characterization of both particulate and metal components at different experimental 
sites over a significant study period.  In light of the newfound awareness of the degree of 
rainfall-runoff pollution for several international field sites as well as federal legislation 
requiring rainfall-runoff treatment in urban areas, the next phase of rainfall-runoff research 
will focus on the integral mechanisms driving particle and metal interaction with each other 
and the rainfall-runoff aqueous matrix.  This study attempts to aid in the understanding of 
some fundamental mechanisms by providing experimental data for topics largely absent in 
rainfall-runoff research. 
Over the two-year span of this project, 13 samples of rainfall-runoff were captured 
from the urban Baton Rouge field site for the purposes of temporal observation of natural 
particle agglomeration and metal partitioning.  Rainfall-runoff samples were captured at the 
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start of runoff underneath the Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) paved elevated bridge section 
of interstate 10.  Temporal particle agglomeration was observed through rainfall-runoff 
sample dilution and 15-min particle analysis measurements across the naturally-occurring 
rainfall-runoff pH range and several mixing speeds.  Temporal metal partitioning was 
observed as a function of pH through 30-min phase fractionation also across the naturally-
occurring pH range.  Both temporal particle agglomeration and metal partitioning are 
fundamental mechanisms that impact rainfall-runoff mitigation and treatment, both 
autonomously and considered together. 
The main ambition of any rainfall-runoff treatment facility is to clarify the runoff of 
suspended and settleable entrained solids and to contain dissolved metals in some fashion that 
facilitates their removal from the runoff matrix. By understanding the mechanisms of natural 
particle agglomeration and metal partitioning, treatment systems can be designed to 
accomplish rainfall-runoff treatment by promoting the absorption of metals onto rainfall-
runoff particles, then clarification of these metal-loaded particles via agglomeration and 
sedimentation.  Such a treatment scheme accomplishes the main goals of rainfall-runoff 
treatment with relatively low maintenance demands.  However, since data is lacking in the 
literature that addresses the mechanisms of natural rainfall-runoff particle agglomeration and 
rainfall-runoff particle mediated metal partitioning, this manuscript attempts to serve as a 
foundation to such treatment design. 
4.1 TEMPORAL PARTICLE AGGLOMERATION  
In investigating the temporal particle gradation evolutions of the captured rainfall-
runoff samples, several observations were made concerning the existence and magnitude of 
particle agglomeration.  Several granulometric indices were calculated for the particle 
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gradations measured every 15-min for 12-hours, and their trends observed versus time to 
show changes in the particle size distribution.  A comparison of the initially measured particle 
gradation for several rainfall events as described in terms of particle number concentration 
and particle volume concentration show the significantly different gradation depiction given 
by these two indices.  For all rainfall-runoff samples captured at the urban Baton Rouge site, 
the majority of the total number concentration of the particle gradation is accounted for in the 
smallest size classes, typically less than 2-µm.  Further, nearly 100% of the number 
concentration distribution is comprised of particles 10-µm and smaller.  Therefore, when 
discussing the evolution of a rainfall-runoff particle gradation in terms of number 
concentration, changes in trends for such indices as NT and d90n practically only describe 
changes in the number concentration of particles 10-µm and smaller.  The number volume 
mean size, lnv, is a better descriptor of the entire particle gradation since this index considers 
contributions from both particle number and particle volume.  Other granulometric indices, 
such as mass based representative diameters, were not favored for this particular investigation 
since the upper limit of the experimental size range ends at 230.1-µm. 
When evaluating the effect of pH on particle agglomeration, it was evident that the pH 
of the rainfall-runoff affects not only the kinetics of particle agglomeration, but the magnitude 
of overall agglomeration as well.  For the temporal agglomeration samples where an acidic 
pH solution was maintained (5.5, 6.5, 7.0), NT values were reduced 80% from the initial NT 
value measured at the beginning of experimentation. The lnv trends for acidic pH solutions 
echoed a similar trend; lnv values increase from near 3-µm to near 11-µm, indicating a 
predominance in both number and volume for larger-sized particles in the gradation.   
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Alternatively, when rainfall-runoff samples maintained at pH solutions higher than 7.0 
were evaluated, NT values decreased only 40% from the beginning of experimentation.  lnv 
values for the pH solutions above 7.0 only increased by 1 to 2-µm during the experimental 
period.  Such a relationship between agglomeration and pH suggests certain sample holding 
periods limits for rainfall-runoff samples are necessary to ensure that an accurate, 
characteristic PSD is measured once rainfall-runoff is captured from a field site, especially if 
travel time from a field site to a laboratory is necessary.  
Varying the mixing speed across several diluted rainfall-runoff samples maintained at 
the same pH solution for the 12-hour experimental period, allowed for an evaluation of the 
influence of the velocity gradient on the kinetics and overall magnitude of agglomeration.  
Seven velocity gradients, from 35.1 to 134.9-sec-1, were tested using rainfall-runoff collected 
from two rainfall-runoff events at the urban Baton Rouge site.  Temporal indices based on the 
number concentration distribution show that while similar small particle concentration 
reduction occurs across all velocity gradient range, lnv trends do not show appreciable 
agglomeration for the entire experimental gradation until a mixing speed of 81.8-sec-1.  
Mixing speeds above this value exhibited particle agglomeration until the point at which the 
sample vortex became so large that fluid shears caused particles to disaggregate.  For the 
largest mixing speed, only particle disaggregation occurred during the experimental period.  
These results support previous work that suggests the G-value in terms of a design 
consideration and influencer of flocculation is overestimated by traditional flocculation basin 
design (Han and Lawler 1992).  While the G-value did not show any positive relationship 
with fine particle reduction due to agglomeration, smaller G-values did act to impede larger 
particle agglomeration when sedimentation occurred.  Further, when G-values were large, 
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fluid shears caused disaggregation.  Therefore, the true benefit of mixing a sample in terms of 
promoting particle collision is maintaining the suspension of the gradation without causing 
fluid shears.   
Finally, the classic Smulochowski discrete particle collision model with Han and 
Lawler’s (1994) curvilinear collision efficiency corrections was applied to two rainfall-runoff 
events captured on 19 January 2002 and 24 January 2002.  The Smulochowski equation with 
Han and Lawler corrections were applied to four separate particle size distributions at times 
spanning the entire experimental period.  The constant of integration distribution was 
determined for each model application; the variability of this distribution indicates that the 
applied model does not adequately describe the evolution of the particle size distribution for 
this rainfall-runoff volume.   
In a like manner to the 19 January 2002 event, the model was applied to four PSDs 
measured throughout the experimental time period for the agglomeration study conducted on 
24 January 2002.  After a calibration was done on the first measured PSD by calculating the 
constant of integration distribution, this distribution was used to apply the model to the three 
remaining PSDs.  Throughout the 24 January 2002 agglomeration experiment, particles 
smaller than 19.2-µm particles were over-predicted and particles larger than 19.2-µm were 
under-predicted.  These results suggest that addition of a particle break-up and sedimentation 
term to the applied model could significantly improve model predictions for temporal particle 
distribution evolution. 
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4.2 METAL PARTITIONING WITH RAINFALL-RUNOFF PARTICLES 
In order to comment on the partitioning behavior of regulated metals in natural waters, 
the dissolved and particulate-bound concentrations of 12 metals were measured over a 12-
hour sample mixing period across a pH range of 5.5 to 9.0.  This pH range was chosen to 
represent the naturally-occurring pH range of rainwater and rainfall-runoff.  For each rainfall-
runoff volume, the dissolved and particulate-bound fraction as well as the partitioning 
coefficient, Kd, were calculated and plotted as a function of time in order to view the 
movement of metals across the phases and the degree of equilibrium of partitioning at the 
urban Baton Rouge site. 
Evaluation of rainfall-runoff without pH adjustment showed that all metals of interest 
to this study are operationally at equilibrium by the time that they are intercepted at the 
sampling point of the urban Baton Rouge site.  Most metals at the naturally-occurring pH of 
rainfall-runoff at the Baton Rouge site (site mean value of 7.1) are significantly particulate-
bound, including those metals that are not characteristically associated with the particulate 
phase such as Zn, Cd, and Mg (Yousef 1985).  This observation has significant impact on 
future design considerations for metal removal from the rainfall-runoff aqueous matrix.  
Depending on the particular legal limits of metal concentration and/or mass at a particular 
site, those sites whose roadway material is Portland concrete cement (PCC) may be able to 
employ physical separation techniques targeting rainfall-runoff particle removal to reduce 
metal constituents to desired levels.  Alternative chemical rainfall-runoff treatments designed 
to target the metal constituent directly for removal can be more costly and require more 
maintenance than physical treatment options. 
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The influence of pH on metal partitioning is one facet of the physiochemical 
influencers that determine metal partitioning in rainfall-runoff; the magnitude of the 
dissolved, more toxic, fraction of metals cannot be determined or predicted by knowledge of 
the pH of rainfall-runoff solution alone.  The pH of rainfall-runoff solution does however 
significantly influence the speciation of the total metal constituent in solution.  Rainfall-runoff 
volumes maintained at acidic pH values (5.5 to 6.5), contain higher levels of the free divalent 
metal.  Dissolved fractions, fd, are high however, for these rainfall-runoff volumes since the 
inverse relationship between surface charge and pH cause a reduction in adsorption capacity 
at lower pH values. For higher pH solutions in the experimental dataset, fd fractions were 
reduced but to a lesser degree than expected due to lower suspended solids concentrations, 
SSC, associated with these rainfall-runoff volumes.  For certain metals, such as Cu, 
complexation with carbonate ions also acted to reduce the degree of metal-particle interaction 
at higher pH values.  Therefore, results indicate that the naturally-occurring pH values for 
rainfall-runoff produce the largest particulate fraction of metals, but this may be due to the 
specific characteristics of the rainfall-runoff used for basic pH experimentation as opposed to 
a general partitioning trend. 
Metal partitioning at an acidic pH rainfall-runoff solution for a control experiment 
whose matrix was comprised of known metal inputs, de-ionized water, and dried solids from 
previously captured rainfall-runoff (15 February 2003 partitioning experiment solids) was 
compared to the partitioning of metals from the actual rainfall-runoff.  It is apparent that 
dissolved constituents, such as dissolved hardness and dissolved organic matter, influence the 
nature of partitioning at the urban Baton Rouge site.  Partitioning in the control experiment 
for Zn, Cd, Cu, and Pb moves from the dissolved phase to the particulate phase during the 
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course of the experiment.  Cu and Pb reach operational equilibrium in a relatively short time 
(around 100-min).  Zn and Cd however steadily show partitioning towards the particulate-
bound phase throughout the experimental time period. 
Partitioning results from the actual rainfall-runoff whose solids were dried for the 
control experiment show that metal partitioning is operationally in equilibrium, meaning the 
extent of disequilibrium is not so great as to influence engineering applications.  In addition, 
the particulate-bound fraction of Cu and Cd is significantly lower for the rainfall-runoff 
matrix as compared to the control matrix.  Complexing agents such as anions, dissolved 
hardness, dissolved organic matter in solution reduce the amount of the total metal available 
for metal-particle interaction. 
Furthermore, the natural evolution of the particle distribution also influences metal 
partitioning when the rainfall-runoff volume is fully mixed for a portion of time longer than 
several hours (3 to 5 hours).  Because rainfall-runoff characteristic of asphalt paved roadways 
has a natural pH below 7.0, particle agglomeration can significantly alter the magnitude of 
particle-metal interaction sites due to decreasing specific surface area as particles 
conglomerate.  The movement of Zn, Cd, Cu and Pb to the particulate-bound phase in the 
control partitioning experiment can be attributed in part to the particle break-up observed via 
temporal particle size distribution measurements. 
For partitioning experiments conducted at acidic pH values, partitioning from the 
particulate-bound phase to the dissolved phase was observed.  While this phenomenon is a 
function of the surface charge of particles at this pH as well as complexing agents in solution, 
particle agglomeration also contributes to the dissolved fraction of these rainfall-runoff 
volumes.  For the 24 September 2002 rainfall-runoff event, significant particle agglomeration 
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was observed over the course of the experimental time period, as is characteristic of low 
rainfall-runoff pH solutions.  The reduction of smaller-sized particles with characteristically 
high specific surface area reduces the concentration of metals that can be adsorbed to the total 
particle gradation. 
These results suggest that the manipulation of the particle gradation can be used to 
mediate transport of metals between the dissolved and particulate phase in such a manner that 
would facilitate both the clarification and reduction of toxicity in rainfall-runoff.  For acidic 
pH rainfall-runoff solutions, particle agglomeration is promoted, yet metal partitioning to the 
particulate-bound phase is at a minimum.  Conversely, basic rainfall-runoff solutions promote 
partitioning to the particulate-bound phase, yet particle agglomeration is reduced.  Depending 
on the degree of metal removal required by regulatory or ethical motivation, rainfall-runoff 
mixing followed by a period of quiescent settling may be sufficient to adequately remove 
larger rainfall-runoff particles and flocs as well as a fraction of the total metal constituents via 
particle-metal interaction.  Where metal removal requirements are beyond that which can be 
accomplished from natural agglomeration at a neutral to basic pH, alternative treatments may 
be required to sufficiently treat rainfall-runoff.  Future research focusing on the evolution of 
the particle gradation and its effect on metal partitioning across the wide range of 
physiochemical states of rainfall-runoff is required before direct implementation of these 
results can be realized. 
However, there are several direct applications of the results of this study to sample 
handling and design.  At the Baton Rouge site, the state of equilibrium partitioning at the 
naturally-occurring pH of rainfall-runoff suggests that influencing metal partitioning need not 
be a concern in the design of in-situ unit operations which incorporate residence time as a 
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design variable.  Furthermore, when a full water quality characterization is desired for a 
volume of rainfall-runoff, those time-dependant analyses, such as chemical oxygen demand 
(COD) and alkalinity measurements can be completed before phase fractionation of the 
volume.  This is a significant conclusion for other PCC paved sites, since the in-situ nature of 
most treatment schemes requires certain travel time to the laboratory for characterization 
analyses or sample holding time for those institutions involved in rainfall-runoff handling that 
do not function on a 24-hour basis. 
Roadways paved in PCC are significantly less toxic in terms of dissolved metal 
concentration than those roadways paved in asphalt.  The metals of universal interest in most 
rainfall-runoff studies, Zn, Cd, Cu and Pb, were present in disequilibrium and significantly 
greater dissolved fractions for runoff volume collected from an asphalt paved site as 
compared to the PCC paved Baton Rouge site.  The use of PCC pavement for roadways can 
eliminate the degree of toxicity of metals in rainfall-runoff before treatment even begins.  The 
use of pH neutralization unit operations for in-situ treatment schemes by asphalt paved 
roadways can effectively reduce the toxicity of rainfall-runoff.  Also, the use of PCC mixtures 
for the purposes of rainfall-runoff pH neutralization may be an economic alternative for the 
recycling of concrete material that has exceeded its functional lifespan on a roadway. 
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